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Abstract. Given an oriented immersed hypersurface in hyperbolic space Hn+1 , its
Gauss map is defined with values in the space of oriented geodesics of Hn+1 , which
is endowed with a natural para-Kähler structure. In this paper we address the question
of whether an immersion G of the universal cover of an n-manifold M , equivariant for
some group representation of π1 (M ) in Isom(Hn+1 ), is the Gauss map of an equivariant
immersion in Hn+1 . We fully answer this question for immersions with principal curvatures in (−1, 1): while the only local obstructions are the conditions that G is Lagrangian
and Riemannian, the global obstruction is more subtle, and we provide two characterizations, the first in terms of the Maslov class, and the second (for M compact) in terms
of the action of the group of compactly supported Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms.

1. Introduction
The purpose of the present paper is to study immersions of hypersurfaces in the hyperbolic
space Hn+1 , in relation with the geometry of their Gauss maps in the space of oriented
geodesics of Hn+1 . We will mostly restrict to immersions having principal curvatures in
f which are equivariant with respect
(−1, 1), and our main aim is to study immersions of M
n+1
to some group representation ρ : π1 (M ) → Isom(H
), for M a n-manifold. The two main
results in this direction are Theorem 6.5 and Theorem 7.4: the former holds for any M ,
while the latter under the assumption that M is closed.
1.1. Context in literature. In the groundbreaking paper [Hit82], Hitchin observed the
existence of a natural complex structure on the space of oriented geodesics in Euclidean threespace. A large interest has then grown on the geometry of the space of oriented (maximal
unparametrized) geodesics of Euclidean space of any dimension (see [GK05, Sal05, Sal09,
GG14]) and of several other Riemannian and pseudo-Riemannian manifolds (see [AGK11,
Anc14, Sep17, Bar18, BS19]). In this paper, we are interested in the case of hyperbolic
n-space Hn , whose space of oriented geodesics is denoted here by G(Hn ). The geometry of
G(Hn ) has been addressed in [Sal07] and, for n = 3, in [GG10a, GG10b, Geo12, GS15]. For
the purpose of this paper, the most relevant geometric structure on G(Hn ) is a natural paraKähler structure (G, J, Ω) (introduced in [AGK11, Anc14]), a notion which we will describe
in Section 1.4 of this introduction and more in detail in Section 2.3. A particularly relevant
feature of such para-Kähler structure is the fact that the Gauss map of an oriented immersion
σ : M → Hn , which is defined as the map that associates to a point of M the orthogonal
geodesic of σ endowed with the compatible orientation, is a Lagrangian immersion in G(Hn ).
We will come back to this important point in Section 1.2. Let us remark here that, as a
consequence of the geometry of the hyperbolic space Hn , an oriented geodesic in Hn is
characterized, up to orientation preserving reparametrization, by the ordered couple of its
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“endpoints” in the visual boundary ∂Hn : this gives an identification G(Hn ) ∼
= ∂Hn ×∂Hn \∆.
n
Under this identification the Gauss map Gσ of an immersion σ : M → H corresponds to a
n
pair of hyperbolic Gauss maps G±
σ : M → ∂H .
A parallel research direction, originated by the works of Uhlenbeck [Uhl83] and Epstein
[Eps86a, Eps86b, Eps87], concerned the study of immersed hypersurfaces in Hn , mostly in
dimension n = 3. These works highlighted the relevance of hypersurfaces satisfying the geometric condition for which principal curvatures are everywhere different from ±1, sometimes
called horospherically convexity: this is the condition that ensures that the hyperbolic Gauss
maps G±
σ are locally invertible. On the one hand, Epstein developed this point of view to give
a description “from infinity” of horospherically convex hypersurfaces as envelopes of horospheres. This approach has been pursued by many authors by means of analytic techniques,
see for instance [Sch02, IdCR06, KS08], and permitted to obtain remarkable classification
results often under the assumption that the principal curvatures are larger than 1 in absolute value ([Cur89, AC90, AC93, EGM09, BEQ10, BEQ15, BQZ17, BMQ18]). On the
other hand, Uhlenbeck considered the class of so-called almost-Fuchsian manifolds, which
has been largely studied in [KS07, GHW10, HL12, HW13, HW15, Sep16, San17] afterwards.
These are complete hyperbolic manifolds diffeomorphic to S × R, for S a closed orientable
surface of genus g ≥ 2, containing a minimal surface with principal curvatures different from
±1. These surfaces lift on the universal cover to immersions σ : Se → H3 which are equivariant for a quasi-Fuchsian representation ρ : π1 (S) → Isom(H3 ) and, by the Gauss-Bonnet
formula, have principal curvatures in (−1, 1), a condition to which we will refer as having
small principal curvatures.
1.2. Integrability of immersions in G(Hn ). One of the main goals of this paper is to
discuss when an immersion G : M n → G(Hn+1 ) is integrable, namely when it is the Gauss
map of an immersion M → Hn+1 , in terms of the geometry of G(Hn+1 ). We will distinguish
three types of integrability conditions, which we list from the weakest to the strongest:
• An immersion G : M → G(Hn+1 ) is locally integrable if for all p ∈ M there exists a
neighbourhood U of p such that G|U is the Gauss map of an immersion U → Hn+1 ;
• An immersion G : M → G(Hn+1 ) is globally integrable if it is the Gauss map of an
immersion M → Hn+1 ;
f→
• Given a representation ρ : π1 (M ) → Isom(Hn+1 ), a ρ-equivariant immersion G : M
n+1
f→
G(H
) is ρ-integrable if it is the Gauss map of a ρ-equivariant immersion M
Hn+1 .

Let us clarify here that, since the definition of Gauss map requires to fix an orientation
on M (see Definition 3.1), the above three definitions of integrability have to be interpreted
as: “there exists an orientation on U (in the first case) or M (in the other two) such that G
is the Gauss map of an immersion in Hn+1 with respect to that orientation”.
We will mostly restrict to immersions σ with small principal curvatures, which is equivalent to the condition that the Gauss map Gσ is Riemannian, meaning that the pull-back
by Gσ of the ambient pseudo-Riemannian metric of G(Hn+1 ) is positive definite, hence a
Riemannian metric (Proposition 4.2).
Local integrability. As it was essentially observed in [Anc14, Theorem 2.10], local integrability admits a very simple characterization in terms of the symplectic geometry of G(Hn+1 ).
Theorem 5.9. Let M n be a manifold and G : M → G(Hn+1 ) be an immersion. Then G is
locally integrable if and only if it is Lagrangian.
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The methods of this paper easily provide a proof of Theorem 5.9, which is independent
from the content of [Anc14]. Let us denote by T 1 Hn+1 the unit tangent bundle of Hn+1 and
by
p : T 1 Hn+1 → G(Hn+1 ) ,
(1)

the map such that p(x, v) is the oriented geodesic of Hn+1 tangent to v at x. Then, if G is
Lagrangian, we prove that one can locally construct maps ζ : U → T 1 Hn+1 (for U a simply
connected open set) such that p ◦ ζ = G. Up to restricting the domain again, one can find
such a ζ so that it projects to an immersion σ in Hn+1 (Lemma 5.8), and the Gauss map of
σ is G by construction.
Our next results are, to our knowledge, completely new and give characterizations of
global integrability and ρ-integrability under the assumption of small principal curvatures.
Global integrability. The problem of global integrability is in general more subtle than local
integrability. As a matter of fact, in Example 5.10 we construct an example of a locally
integrable immersion G : (−T, T ) → G(H2 ) that is not globally integrable. By taking a
cylinder on this curve, one easily sees that the same phenomenon occurs in any dimension.
We stress that in our example M = (−T, T ) (or the product (−T, T ) × Rn−1 for n > 2) is
simply connected: the key point in our example is that one can find globally defined maps
ζ : M → T 1 Hn+1 such that G = p ◦ ζ, but no such ζ projects to an immersion in Hn+1 .
Nevertheless, we show that this issue does not occur for Riemannian immersions G. In
this case any immersion σ whose Gauss map is G (if it exists) necessarily has small principal
curvatures. We will always restrict to this setting hereafter. In summary, we have the
following characterization of global integrability for M simply connected:
Theorem 5.11. Let M n be a simply connected manifold and G : M → G(Hn+1 ) be a Riemannian immersion. Then G is globally integrable if and only if it is Lagrangian.
We give a characterization of global integrability for π1 (M ) 6= {1} in Corollary 6.6,
which is a direct consequence of our first characterization of ρ-integrability (Theorem 6.5).
Anyway, we remark that if a Riemannian and Lagrangian immersion G : M → G(Hn+1 )
is also complete (i.e. has complete first fundamental form), then M is necessarily simply
connected:
Theorem 5.12. Let M n be a manifold. If G : M → G(Hn+1 ) is a complete Riemannian
and Lagrangian immersion, then M is diffeomorphic to Rn and G is the Gauss map of a
proper embedding σ : M → Hn+1 .
In Theorem 5.12 the conclusion that G = Gσ for σ a proper embedding follows from the
fact that σ is complete, which is an easy consequence of Equation (24) relating the first
fundamental forms of σ and Gσ , and the non-trivial fact that complete immersions in Hn+1
with small principal curvatures are proper embeddings (Proposition 4.15).
ρ-integrability. Let us first observe that the problem of ρ-integrability presents some addif → G(Hn+1 ) is a Lagrangian, Rietional difficulties than global integrability. Assume G : M
mannian and ρ-equivariant immersion for some representation ρ : π1 (M n ) → Isom(Hn+1 ).
f → Hn+1 with Gauss map G, but the main issue
Then, by Theorem 5.11, there exists σ : M
is that such a σ will not be ρ-equivariant in general, as one can see in Examples 6.1 and 6.2.
Nevertheless, ρ-integrability of Riemannian immersions into G(Hn+1 ) can still be characterized in terms of their extrinsic geometry. Let H be the mean curvature vector of G, defined
as the trace of the second fundamental form, and Ω the symplectic form of G(Hn+1 ). Since
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f is invariant under the action of π1 (M ), so
G is ρ-equivariant, the 1-form G∗ (Ω(H, ·)) on M
it descends to a 1-form on M . One can prove that such 1-form on M is closed (Corollary
1
6.9): we will denote its cohomology class in HdR
(M, R) with µG and we will call it the
Maslov class of G, in accordance with some related interpretations of the Maslov class in
other geometric contexts (see among others [Mor81, Oh94, Ars00, Smo02]). The Maslov
class encodes the existence of equivariantly integrating immersions, in the sense stated in
the following theorem.
Theorem 6.5. Let M n be an orientable manifold, ρ : π1 (M ) → Isom(Hn+1 ) be a represenf → G(Hn+1 ) be a ρ-equivariant Riemannian and Lagrangian immersion.
tation and G : M
Then G is ρ-integrable if and only if the Maslov class µG vanishes.

Applying Theorem 6.5 to a trivial representation, we immediately obtain a characterization of global integrability for Riemannian immersions, thus extending Theorem 5.11 to the
case π1 (M ) 6= {1}.
Corollary 6.6. Let M n be an orientable manifold and G : M → G(Hn+1 ) be a Riemannian
and Lagrangian immersion. Then G is globally integrable if and only if its Maslov class µG
vanishes.

1.3. Nearly-Fuchsian representations. Let us now focus on the case of M a closed oriented manifold. Although our results apply to any dimension, we borrow the terminology
from the three-dimensional case (see [HW13]) and say that a representation ρ : π1 (M ) →
f → Hn+1 with
Isom(Hn+1 ) is nearly-Fuchsian if there exists a ρ-equivariant immersion σ : M
small principal curvatures. We show (Proposition 4.18) that the action of a nearly-Fuchsian
representation on Hn+1 is free, properly discontinuously and convex cocompact; the quotient
of Hn+1 by ρ(π1 (M )) is called nearly-Fuchsian manifold.
Moreover, the action of ρ(π1 (M )) extends to a free and properly discontinuous action on
the complement of a topological (n − 1)-sphere Λρ (the limit set of ρ) in the visual boundary
∂Hn+1 . Such complement is the disjoint union of two topological n-discs which we denote
by Ω+ and Ω− . It follows that there exists a maximal open region of G(Hn+1 ) over which
a nearly-Fuchsian representation ρ acts freely and properly discontinuously. This region is
defined as the subset of G(Hn+1 ) consisting of oriented geodesics having either final endpoint
in Ω+ or initial endpoint in Ω− . The quotient of this open region via the action of ρ, that
we denote with Gρ , inherits a para-Kähler structure.
Let us first state a uniqueness result concerning nearly-Fuchsian representations. A consequence of Theorem 6.5 and the definition of Maslov class is that if G is a ρ-equivariant,
Riemannian and Lagrangian immersion which is furthermore minimal, i.e. with H = 0, then
it is ρ-integrable. Together with an application of a maximum principle in the corresponding
nearly-Fuchsian manifold, we prove:
Corollary 6.17. Given a closed orientable manifold M n and a representation ρ : π1 (M ) →
Isom(Hn+1 ), there exists at most one ρ-equivariant Riemannian minimal Lagrangian immerf → G(Hn+1 ) up to reparametrization. If such a G exists, then ρ is nearly-Fuchsian
sion G : M
and G induces a minimal Lagrangian embedding of M in Gρ .

f → Hn+1 with small principal curvatures,
In fact, for any ρ-equivariant immersion σ : M
f
the hyperbolic Gauss maps G±
σ are equivariant diffeomorphisms between M and Ω± . Hence
up to changing the orientation of M , which corresponds to swapping the two factors ∂Hn+1
in the identification G(Hn+1 ) ∼
= ∂Hn+1 × ∂Hn+1 \ ∆, the Gauss map of σ takes values in the
maximal open region defined above, and induces an embedding of M in Gρ .
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This observations permits to deal (in the cocompact case) with embeddings in Gρ instead
of ρ-equivariant embeddings in G(Hn+1 ). In analogy with the definition of ρ-integrability
defined above, we will say that a n-dimensional submanifold L ⊂ Gρ is ρ-integrable if it is the
image in the quotient of a ρ-integrable embedding in G(Hn+1 ). Clearly such L is necessarily
Lagrangian by Theorem 5.9. We are now ready to state our second characterization result
for ρ-integrability .
Theorem 7.4. Let M be a closed orientable n-manifold, ρ : π1 (M ) → Isom(Hn+1 ) be a
nearly-Fuchsian representation and L ⊂ Gρ a Riemannian ρ-integrable submanifold. Then a
Riemannian submanifold L′ is ρ-integrable if and only if there exists Φ ∈ Hamc (Gρ , Ω) such
that Φ(L) = L′ .
In Theorem 7.4 we denoted by Hamc (Gρ , Ω) the group of compactly-supported Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms of Gρ with respect to its symplectic form Ω. (See Definition
7.2). The proof of Theorem 7.4 in fact shows that if L is ρ-integrable and L′ = Φ(L) for
Φ ∈ Hamc (Gρ , Ω), then L′ is integrable as well, even without the hypothesis that L and L′
are Riemannian submanifolds.
If ρ admits an equivariant Riemannian minimal Lagrangian immersion, then Theorem 7.4
can be restated by saying that a Riemannian and Lagrangian submanifold L′ is ρ-integrable
if and only if it is in the Hamc (Gρ , Ω)-orbit of the minimal Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ Gρ ,
which is unique by Theorem 6.17.
1.4. The geometry of G(Hn ) and T 1 Hn . Let us now discuss more deeply the geometry
of the space of oriented geodesics of Hn and some of the tools involved in the proofs. In
this paper we give an alternative construction of the para-Kähler structure of G(Hn ) with
respect to the previous literature ([Sal07, GG10b, AGK11, Anc14]), which is well-suited for
the problem of (equivariant) integrability. The geodesic flow induces a natural principal
R-bundle structure whose total space is T 1 Hn+1 and whose bundle map is p : T 1 Hn+1 →
G(Hn+1 ) defined in Equation (1), and acts by isometries of the para-Sasaki metric g, which
is a pseudo-Riemannian version of the classical Sasaki metric on T 1 Hn+1 . Let us denote by
χ the infinitesimal generator of the geodesic flow, which is a vector field on T 1 Hn+1 tangent
to the fibers of p. The idea is to define each element that constitutes the para-Kähler
structure of G(Hn+1 ) (see the items below) by push-forward of certain tensorial quantities
defined on the g-orthogonal complement of χ, showing that the push-forward is well defined
by invariance under the action of the geodesic flow. More concretely:
• The pseudo-Riemannian metric G of G(Hn+1 ) (of signature (n, n)) is defined as
push-forward of the restriction of g to χ⊥ ;
• The para-complex structure J (that is, a (1, 1) tensor whose square is the identity
and whose ±1-eigenspaces are integrable distributions of the same dimension) is
obtained from an endomorphism J of χ⊥ , invariant under the geodesic flow, which
essentially switches the horizontal and vertical distributions in T 1 Hn+1 ;
• The symplectic form Ω arises from a similar construction on χ⊥ , in such a way that
Ω(X, Y ) = G(X, JY ).
It is worth mentioning that in dimension 3, the pseudo-Riemannian metric G of G(H3 )
can be seen as the real part of a holomorphic Riemannian manifold of constant curvature
−1, see [BE20].
The symplectic geometry of G(Hn+1 ) has a deep relation with the structure of T 1 Hn+1 .
Indeed the total space of T 1 Hn+1 is endowed with a connection form ω, whose kernel consists
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precisely of χ⊥ (See Definition 5.1). In Proposition 5.4 we prove the following fundamental
relation between the curvature of p and the symplectic form Ω:
dω = p∗ Ω .

(2)

This identity is an essential point in the proofs of our main results, which we now briefly
outline.
1.5. Overview of the proofs. Let us start by Theorem 5.9, namely the equivalence between locally integrable and Lagrangian. Given a locally integrable immersion G : M →
G(Hn+1 ), the corresponding (local) immersions σ : U → Hn+1 provide flat sections of the
principal R-bundle obtained by pull-back of the bundle p : T 1 Hn+1 → G(Hn+1 ) by G.
Hence the obstruction to local integrability is precisely the curvature of the pull-back bundle G∗ p. By Equation (2), it follows that the vanishing of G∗ Ω is precisely the condition
that characterizes local integrability of G.
f → G(Hn+1 ) can
Moreover, ρ-integrability of a ρ-equivariant Lagrangian immersion G : M
∗
be characterized by the condition that the quotient of the bundle G p by the action of π1 (M )
induced by ρ is a trivial flat bundle over M , meaning that it admits a global flat section. Once
these observations are established, Theorem 6.5 will be deduced as a consequence of Theorem
6.14 which states that µG is dual, in the sense of de Rham Theorem, to the holonomy of
such flat bundle over M . In turn, Theorem 6.14 relies on the important expression (proved
in Proposition 6.7):
(3)
G∗σ (Ω(H, ·)) = dfσ ,
where Gσ is the Gauss map of an immersion σ in Hn+1 and fσ is the function defined by
n

fσ =

1X
arctanhλi .
n i=1

(4)

where λ1 , . . . , λn are the principal curvatures of σ.

Let us move on to a sketch of the proof of Theorem 7.4, which again relies on the reformulation of ρ-integrability in terms of triviality of flat bundles. Assuming that L is a
ρ-integrable submanifold of Gρ and that we have a Lagrangian isotopy connecting L to another Lagrangian submanifold L′ , Proposition 7.6 states that the holonomy of the flat bundle
associated to L′ is dual, again in the sense of de Rham Theorem, to the cohomology class of
a 1-form which is built out of the Lagrangian isotopy, by a variant for Lagrangian submanifolds of the so-called flux homomorphism. This variant has been developed in [Sol13] and
applied in [BS19] for a problem in the Anti-de Sitter three-dimensional context which is to
some extent analogous to those studied here. However, in those works stronger topological
conditions are assumed which are not applicable here, and therefore our proof of Theorem
7.4 uses independent methods.
To summarize the proof, one implication is rather straightforward: if there exists a compactly supported Hamiltonian symplectomorphism Φ mapping L to L′ , then a simple computation shows that the flux homomorphism vanishes along the Hamiltonian isotopy connecting
the identity to Φ. This implication does not even need the assumption that L and L′ are
Riemannian submanifolds. The most interesting implication is the converse one: assuming
that both L and L′ are Riemannian and integrable, we use a differential geometric construction in Hn+1 to produce an interpolation between the corresponding hypersurfaces in the
nearly-Fuchsian manifold associated to ρ. For technical reasons, we need to arrange such
interpolation by convex hypersurfaces (Lemma 7.9). An extension argument then provides
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the time-depending Hamiltonian function whose time-one flow is the desired symplectomorphism Φ ∈ Hamc (Gρ , Ω) such that Φ(L) = L′ .
1.6. Relation with geometric flows. Finally, in Appendix A we apply these methods to
study the relation between evolutions by geometric flows in Hn+1 and in G(Hn+1 ). More
precisely, suppose that σ• : M × (−ǫ, ǫ) → Hn+1 is a smoothly varying family of Riemannian
immersions that satisfy:
d
σt = ft νt
dt
where νt is the normal vector of σt and f• : M × (−ǫ, ǫ) → R is a smooth function. Then
the variation of the Gauss map Gt of σt is given, up to a tangential term, by the normal
term −J(dGt (∇t ft )), where ∇t ft denotes the gradient with respect to the first fundamental
form of Gt , that is, the Riemannian metric G∗t G.
Let us consider the special case of to the function ft := fσt , as defined in Equation (4),
namely the sum of hyperbolic inverse tangent of the principal curvatures. The study of the
associated flow has been suggested in dimension three in [And02], by analogy of a similar
flow on surfaces in the three-sphere. Combining the aforementioned result of Appendix A
with Equation (3), we obtain that such flow in Hn+1 induces the Lagrangian mean curvature
flow in G(Hn+1 ) up to tangential diffeomorphisms. A similar result has been obtained in
Anti-de Sitter space (in dimension three) in [Smo13].
Organization of the paper. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce
the space of geodesics G(Hn+1 ) and its natural para-Kähler structure. In Section 3 we
study the properties of the Gauss map and provide useful examples. Section 4 focuses
on immersions with small principal curvatures and prove several properties. In Section 5
we study the relations with the geometry of flat principal bundles, in particular Equation
(2) (Proposition 5.4), and we prove Theorem 5.9, Theorem 5.11 and Theorem 5.12. In
Section 6 we prove Theorem 6.5 (more precisely, the stronger version given in Theorem
6.14) and deduce Corollaries 6.6 and 6.17. Finally, in Section 7, focusing on nearly-Fuchsian
representations, we prove Theorem 7.4.
Acknowledgements. We are grateful to Francesco Bonsante for many related discussion
and for his interest and encouragement in this work. Part of this work has been done during
visits of the first author to the University of Luxembourg in November 2018 and to Grenoble
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2. The space of geodesics of hyperbolic space
In this section, we introduce the hyperbolic space Hn and its space of (oriented maximal
unparametrized) geodesics, which will be endowed with a natural para-Kähler structure by
means of a construction on the unit tangent bundle T 1 Hn .
2.1. Hyperboloid model. In this paper we will mostly use the hyperboloid model of Hn .
Let us denote by Rn,1 the (n + 1)-dimensional Minkowski space, namely the vector space
Rn+1 endowed with the standard bilinear form of signature (n, 1):
hx, yi = x1 y1 + . . . + xn yn − xn+1 yn+1 .
The hyperboloid model of hyperbolic space is
Hn = {x ∈ Rn,1 | hx, xi = −1, xn+1 > 0} .
Then the tangent space at a point x is identified to its orthogonal subspace:
Tx Hn ∼
= x⊥ = {v ∈ Rn,1 | hx, vi = 0} .

The unit tangent bundle of Hn is the bundle of unit tangent vectors, and therefore has the
following model:
T 1 Hn = {(x, v) ∈ Rn,1 × Rn,1 | x ∈ Hn , hx, vi = 0, hv, vi = 1} ,

(5)

where the obvious projection map is simply
π : T 1 Hn → Hn

π(x, v) = x .

In this model, we can give a useful description of the tangent space of T 1 Hn at a point (x, v),
namely:
T(x,v) T 1 Hn = {(ẋ, v̇) ∈ Rn,1 × Rn,1 | hx, ẋi = hv, v̇i = hx, v̇i + hv, ẋi = 0} .

(6)
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Finally, let us denote by G(Hn ) the space of (maximal, oriented, unparameterized) geodesics
of Hn , namely, the space of non-constant geodesics γ : R → Hn up to monotone increasing
reparameterizations. Recalling that an oriented geodesic is uniquely determined by its two
(different) endpoints in the visual boundary ∂Hn , we have the following identification of this
space:
G(Hn ) ∼
= ∂Hn × ∂Hn \ ∆ ,
where ∆ represents the diagonal. We recall that, in the hyperboloid model, ∂Hn can be
identified to the projectivization of the null-cone in Minkowski space:
∂Hn = {x ∈ R

n,1

| hx, xi = 0, xn+1 > 0}
R>0 .

(7)

It will be of fundamental importance in the following to endow T 1 Hn with another bundle
structure, a principal bundle structure, over G(Hn ). For this purpose, recall that the geodesic
flow is the R-action over T 1 Hn given by:
t · (x, v) = ϕt (x, v) = (γ(t), γ ′ (t)) ,

where γ is the unique parameterized geodesic such that γ(0) = x and γ ′ (0) = v. In the
hyperboloid model, the flow ϕt : T 1 Hn → T 1 Hn can be written explicitly as
ϕt (x, v) = (cosh(t)x + sinh(t)v, sinh(t)x + cosh(t)v) .

(8)

Then T 1 Hn is naturally endowed with a principal R-bundle structure:
p : T 1 Hn → G(Hn )

p(x, v) = γ ,

for γ the geodesic defined as above, that is, p(x, v) is the element of G(Hn ) going through x
with speed v.
Finally, recall that the group of orientation-preserving isometries of Hn , which we will
denote by Isom(Hn ), is identified to SO0 (n, 1), namely the connected component of the
identity in the group of linear isometries of Rn,1 . Clearly Isom(Hn ) acts both on T 1 Hn and
on G(Hn ), in the obvious way, and moreover the two projection maps π : T 1 Hn → Hn and
p : T 1 Hn → G(Hn ) are equivariant with respect to these actions. In the next sections, we
will introduce some additional structures on T 1 Hn and G(Hn ) that are natural in the sense
that they are preserved by the action of Isom(Hn ).
2.2. Para-Sasaki metric on the unit tangent bundle. We shall now introduce a pseudoRiemannian metric on T 1 Hn . For this purpose, let us first recall the construction of the
horizontal and vertical lifts and distributions in the unit tangent bundle of a Riemannian
manifold, which for simplicity we only recall for Hn . Given (x, v) ∈ T Hn, the vertical
subspace at (x, v) is defined as:

0
= T(x,v) π −1 (x) ∼
V(x,v)
= v ⊥ ⊂ Tx Hn

since π −1 (x) is naturally identified to the sphere of unit vectors in the vector space Tx Hn .1
0
Hence given a vector w ∈ Tx Hn orthogonal to v, we can define its vertical lift wV ∈ V(x,v)
,
⊥
0
1 n
and vertical lifting gives a map from v to V(x,v) ⊂ T(x,v) T H which is simply the identity
map under the above identification. More concretely, in the model for T(x,v) T 1 Hn introduced
in (6), we have
wV = (0, w) ∈ Rn,1 × Rn,1 .
1We use here V 0 to distinguish with the vertical subspace in the full tangent bundle T Hn , which is usually

denoted by V.
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Let us move to the horizontal lift. This is defined as follows. Given u ∈ Tx Hn , let us
consider the parameterized geodesic γ : R → Hn with γ(0) = x and γ ′ (0) = u, and let v(t)
be the parallel transport of v along γ. Then uH is defined as the derivative of (γ(t), v(t))
at time t = 0. This gives an injective linear map from Tx Hn to T(x,v) T 1 Hn , whose image
is the horizontal subspace H(x,v) . Let us compute this map in the hyperboloid model by
distinguishing two different cases.
First, let us consider the case of u = w ∈ v ⊥ ⊂ Tx Hn . In the model (6), using that
the image of the parameterized geodesic γ is the intersection of Hn with a plane in Rn,1
orthogonal to v, the parallel transport of v along γ is the vector field constantly equal to v,
and therefore
d
wH =
(γ(t), v) = (w, 0) ∈ Rn,1 × Rn,1 .
dt t=0
0
We shall denote by H(x,v)
the subspace of horizontal lifts of this form, which is therefore a
horizontal subspace in T(x,v) T 1 Hn isomorphic to v ⊥ .
There remains to understand the case of u = v.
Lemma 2.1. Given (x, v) ∈ T 1 Hn , the horizontal lift v H coincides with the infinitesimal
generator χ(x,v) of the geodesic flow, and has the expression:
χ(x,v) = (v, x) ∈ Rn,1 × Rn,1 .
Proof. Since the tangent vector to a parameterized geodesic is parallel along the geodesic
itself, ϕt (x, v) also equals (γ(t), v(t)), for v(t) the vector field used to define the horizontal
lift. Hence clearly
d
ϕt (x, v) .
v H = χ(x,v) =
dt t=0
Differentiating Equation (8) at t = 0 we obtain the desired expression.

In conclusion, we have the direct sum decomposition:
0
0
0
.
⊕ V(x,v)
= Span(χ(x,v) ) ⊕ H(x,v)
T(x,v) T 1 Hn = H(x,v) ⊕ V(x,v)

(9)

We are now able to introduce the para-Sasaki metric on the unit tangent bundle.
Definition 2.2. The para-Sasaki metric on
defined by



+hu1 , u2 i
gT 1 Hn (X1 , X2 ) = −hw1 , w2 i


0

T 1 Hn is the pseudo-Riemannian metric gT 1 Hn
if X1 , X2 ∈ H(x,v) and Xi = uH
i

0
if X1 , X2 ∈ V(x,v)
and Xi = wiV

0
if X1 ∈ H(x,v) and X2 ∈ V(x,v)
.

The metric gT 1 Hn is immediately seen to be non-degenerate of signature (n, n − 1). It is
also worth observing that, from Definition 2.2 and Lemma 2.1,
gT 1 Hn (χ(x,v) , χ(x,v) ) = 1 ,

(10)

0
0
and that χ(x,v) is orthogonal to both V(x,v)
and H(x,v)
.
The para-Sasaki metric, together with the decomposition (9) will be essential in our
definition of the para-Kähler metric on G(Hn ) and in several other constructions.
Before that, we need an additional observation. Clearly the obvious action of the isometry
group Isom(Hn ) on T 1 Hn preserves the para-Sasaki metric, since all ingredients involved in
the definition are invariant by isometries. The same is also true for the action of the geodesic
flow, and this fact is much more peculiar of the choice we made in Definition 2.2.
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Lemma 2.3. The R-action of the geodesic flow on T 1 Hn is isometric for the para-Sasaki
metric, and commutes with the action of Isom(Hn ).
Proof. Let us first consider the differential of ϕt , for a given t ∈ R. Since the expression for
ϕt from Equation (8) is linear in x and v, we have:
dϕt (ẋ, v̇) = (cosh(t)ẋ + sinh(t)v̇, sinh(t)ẋ + cosh(t)v̇) ,

(11)

for X = (ẋ, v̇) as in (6). Let us distinguish three cases.
If X = wH = (w, 0) for w ∈ v ⊥ ⊂ Tx Hn , then

dϕt (wH ) = (cosh(t)w, sinh(t)w) = cosh(t)wH + sinh(t)wV .

(12)

V

For X = w = (0, w) a completely analogous computation gives
dϕt (wV ) = (sinh(t)w, cosh(t)w) = sinh(t)wH + cosh(t)wV .

(13)

Finally, for X = χ(x,v) , by constriction
dϕt (χ(x,v) ) = χϕt (x,v) .

(14)

Now using (12) and (13), and Definition 2.2, we can check that that
gT 1 Hn (dϕt (w1H ), dϕt (w2H )) = (cosh2 (t) − sinh2 (t))hw1 , w2 i = hw1 , w2 i = gT 1 Hn (w1H , w2H ) .
A completely analogous computation shows that
gT 1 Hn (dϕt (w1V ), dϕt (w2V )) = −hw1 , w2 i = gT 1 Hn (w1V , w2V )
and that
gT 1 Hn (dϕt (w1H ), dϕt (w2V )) = 0 = gT 1 Hn (w1H , w2V ) .
By (10) and (14), the norm of vectors proportional to χ(x,v) is preserved. Together with (12)
and (13), vectors of the form dϕt (wH ) and dϕt (wV ) are orthogonal to dϕt (χ(x,v) ) = χϕt (x,v) .
This concludes the first part of the statement.
Finally, since isometries map parameterized geodesics to parameterized geodesics, it is
straightworward to see that the R-action commutes with Isom(Hn ).


2.3. A para-Kähler metric on the space of geodesics. Let us start by quickly recalling
the basic definitions of para-complex and para-Kähler geometry. First introduced by Libermann in [Lib52], the reader can refer to the survey [CFG96] for more details on para-complex
geometry.
Given a manifold M of dimension 2n, an almost para-complex structure on M is a tensor
J of type (1, 1) (that is, a smooth section of the bundle of endomorphisms of T M) such that
J2 = 1 and that at every point p ∈ M the eigenspaces Tp± M = ker(J ∓ 1) have dimension n.
The almost para-complex structure J is a para-complex structure if the distributions Tp± M
are integrable.
A para-Kähler structure on M is the datum of a para-complex structure J and a pseudoRiemannian metric G such that J is G-skewsymmetric, namely

G(JX, Y ) = −G(X, JY )

(15)

for every X and Y , and such that the fundamental form, namely the 2-form
Ω(X, Y ) := G(X, JY ),
is closed.

(16)
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J is anti-isometric for G,
(17)

G is necessarily neutral (that is, its signature

Let us start to introduce the para-Kähler structure on the space of geodesics G(Hn+1 ),
whose dimension is 2n. Recalling the R-principal bundle structure p : T 1 Hn+1 → G(Hn+1 ),
we will introduce the defining objects on T 1 Hn+1 , and show that they can be pushed forward
to G(Hn+1 ). More precisely, given a point (x, v) ∈ T 1 Hn+1 , the decomposition (9) shows
0
0
n+1
that the tangent space Tℓ G(Hn+1 ) identifies to χ⊥
)
(x,v) = H(x,v) ⊕ V(x,v) , where ℓ ∈ G(H
is the oriented unparameterized geodesic going through x with speed v, and the orthogonal
subspace is taken with respect to the para-Sasaki metric gT 1 Hn . Indeed, the kernel of the
projection p equals the subspace generated by χ(x,v) , and therefore the differential of p
induces a vector space isomorphism
dp|χ⊥

∼

(x,v)

→ Tℓ G(Hn+1 ) .
: χ⊥
(x,v) −

(18)

Now, let us define J ∈ End(χ⊥
(x,v) ) by the following expression:
J(ẋ, v̇) = (v̇, ẋ) .
0
0
In other words, recalling that H(x,v)
consists of the vectors of the form (w, 0), and V(x,v)
of
⊥
those of the form (0, w), for w ∈ v , J is defined by

J(wH ) = wV

and

J(wV ) = wH .

(19)

Lemma 2.4. The endomorphism J induces an almost para-complex structure J on Tℓ G(Hn+1 ),
which does not depend on the choice of (x, v) ∈ p−1 (ℓ).
Proof. By definition of the R-principal bundle structure p : T 1 Hn+1 → G(Hn+1 ) and of the
geodesic flow ϕt , p◦ϕt = p for every t ∈ R. Moreover ϕt preserves the infinitesimal generator
χ (Equation (14)) and acts isometrically on T 1 Hn+1 by Lemma 2.3, hence it preserves the
orthogonal complement of χ. Therefore, for all given vectors X, Y ∈ Tℓ G(Hn+1 ), any two
lifts of X and Y on T 1 Hn+1 orthogonal to p−1 (ℓ) differ by push-forward by ϕt .
However, it is important to stress that the differential of ϕt does not preserve the distributions H0 and V 0 individually (see Equations (13) and (14)). Nevertheless, by Equation
(11), we get that
(ϕt )∗ (J(ẋ, v̇)) = (ϕt )∗ (v̇, ẋ) = (cosh(t)v̇ + sinh(t)ẋ, sinh(t)v̇ + cosh(t)ẋ)
= J(sinh(t)v̇ + cosh(t)ẋ, cosh(t)v̇ + sinh(t)ẋ) = J(ϕt )∗ (ẋ, v̇) ,
which shows that the geodesic flow preserves J, and therefore that J induces a well-defined
tensor J on Tℓ G(Hn+1 ). It is clear from the expression of J that J2 = 1, and moreover that
the ±1-eigenspaces of J both have dimension n, since the eigenspaces of J consist precisely
of the vectors of the form (w, w) (resp. (w, −w)) for w ∈ v ⊥ ⊂ Tx Hn+1 .

Let us now turn our attention to the construction of the neutral metric G, which will
be defined by a similar construction. In fact, given (x, v) ∈ p−1 (ℓ), we simply define G on
Tℓ G(Hn+1 ) as the push-forward of the restriction gT 1 Hn+1 |χ⊥ by the isomorphism 18.
(x,v)
Well-posedness of this definition follows immediately from Equation (14) and Lemma 2.3.
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n+1
Lemma 2.5. The restriction of gT 1 Hn+1 to χ⊥
),
(x,v) induces a neutral metric G on Tℓ G(H
−1
which does not depend on the choice of (x, v) ∈ p (ℓ), such that J is G-skewsymmetric.

Proof. It only remains to show G-skewsymmetry, namely Equation (15). The latter is indeed
equivalent to Equation (17), which simply follows from observing that, as a consequence of
Definition 2.2 and of the definition of J in (19), one has

for all X, Y ∈ χ

⊥

gT 1 Hn+1 (JX, JY ) = −gT 1 Hn+1 (X, Y )


There is something left to prove in order to conclude that the constructions of J and
G induce a para-Kähler structure on G(Hn+1 ) but we defer the remaining checks to the

following sections: in particular, we are left to prove that the almost para-complex structure

J is integrable (it will be a consequence of Example 3.11) and that the 2-form Ω = G(·, J·)

is closed (which is the content of Corollary 5.5).

Remark 2.6. The group Isom(Hn ) acts naturally on G(Hn ) and the map p : T 1 Hn → G(Hn )
is equivariant, namely p(ψ · (x, v)) = ψ · p(x, v) for all ψ ∈ Isom(Hn ). As a result, by
construction of G and J, the action of Isom(Hn ) on G(Hn ) preserves G, J and Ω.
Remark 2.7. Of course some choices have been made in the above construction, in particular
in the expression of the para-Sasaki metric of Definition 2.2, which has a fundamental role
when introducing the metric G. The essential properties we used are the naturality with
respect to the isometry group of Hn+1 and to the action of the geodesic flow (Lemma 2.3).
Some alternative definitions for gT 1 Hn+1 would produce the same expression for G. For
instance one can define for all c ∈ R+ a metric gc on T 1 Hn+1 so that, with respect to the
direct sum decomposition (9):
• gc (w1H , w2H ) = −gc (w1V , w2V ) = hw1 , w2 i for any w1 , w2 ∈ v ⊥ ⊂ Tx Hn+1 ,
• gc (χ(x,v) , χ(x,v) ) = c,
0
0
• Span(χ(x,v) ), H(x,v)
and V(x,v)
are mutually gc -orthogonal.

Replacing gT 1 Hn+1 with such a gc , one would clearly obtain the same metric G since it
only depends on the restriction of gc to the orthogonal complement of χ. Moreover, gc is
invariant under the action of Isom(Hn ) and under the geodesic flow.
Remark 2.8. It will be convenient to use Remark 2.7 in the following, by considering T 1 Hn
as a submanifold of Rn,1 × Rn,1 , and taking the metric given by the Minkowski product on
the first factor, and its opposite on the second factor, restricted to T 1 Hn , i.e.
gT 1 Hn ((ẋ1 , v̇1 ), (ẋ2 , v̇2 )) = hẋ1 , ẋ2 i − hv̇1 , v̇2 i .
b

(20)

gbT 1 Hn (w1H , w2H )

In fact, it is immediate to check that
= gbT 1 Hn ((w1 , 0), (w2 , 0)) = hw1 , w2 i
⊥
V
V
for wi ∈ v , that similarly g(w1 , w2 ) = −hw1 , w2 i, and that
gT 1 Hn (χ(x,v) , χ(x,v) ) = gbT 1 Hn ((v, x), (v, x)) = hv, vi − hx, xi = 2 .
b

Finally elements of the three types are mutually orthogonal, and therefore b
gT 1 Hn = g2 with
g2 as in Remark 2.7.
3. The Gauss map of hypersurfaces in Hn+1

In this section we will focus on the construction of the Gauss map of an immersed hypersurface, its relation with the normal evolution and the geodesic flow action on the unit
tangent bundle, and provide several examples of great importance for the rest of this work.
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3.1. Lift to the unit tangent bundle. Let us introduce the notions of lift to the unit
tangent bundle and Gauss map for an immersed hypersurface in hyperbolic space, and start
discussing some properties.
Definition 3.1. Let M be an oriented n-dimensional manifold, let σ : M → Hn+1 be an
immersion, and let ν be the unit normal vector field of σ compatible with the orientations
of M and Hn+1 . Then we define the lift of σ as
ζσ : M → T 1 Hn+1

ζσ (p) = (σ(p), ν(p)) .

The Gauss map of σ is then the map
Gσ : M → G(Hn+1 )

Gσ = p ◦ ζσ .

In other words, the Gauss map of σ is the map which associates to p ∈ M the geodesic ℓ
of Hn+1 orthogonal to the image of dp σ at σ(p), oriented compatibly with the orientations
of M and Hn+1 .
Also recall that the shape operator B of σ is defined as the (1, 1)-tensor on M defined by
dσ ◦ B(W ) = −DW ν ,

(21)

for D the Levi-Civita connection of Hn+1 .

Proposition 3.2. Given an oriented manifold M n and an immersion σ : M → Hn+1 ,
the lift of σ is an immersion orthogonal to the fibers of p : T 1 Hn+1 → G(Hn+1 ). As a
consequence Gσ is an immersion.
Proof. By a direct computation in the hyperboloid model, the differential of ζσ has the
expression
dp ζσ (W ) = (dp σ(W ), dp ν(W )) = (dp σ(W ), −dp σ(B(W ))) ,
(22)

indeed, the ambient derivative in Rn+1,1 of the vector field ν equals the covariant derivative
with respect to D, since dp ν(W ) is orthogonal to σ(p) as a consequence of the condition
hσ(p), ν(p)i = 0.
As both dp σ(W ) and dp σ(B(W )) are tangential to the image of σ at p, hence orthogonal
to ν(p), dp ζσ (W ) can be written as:
dp ζσ (W ) = dp σ(W )H − dp σ(B(W ))V .

(23)

Therefore, for every W 6= 0, dp ζσ (W ) is a non-zero vector orthogonal to χζ(p) by Definition 2.2. Since the differential of p is a vector space isomorphism between χ⊥
ζ(p) and
TGσ (p) G(Hn+1 ), the Gauss map Gσ is also an immersion.

As a consequence of Proposition 3.2, we can compute the first fundamental form of the
Gauss map Gσ , that is, the pull-back metric G∗σ G, which we denote by I. Since the lift ζσ is
orthogonal to χ, it suffices to compute the pull-back metric of gT 1 Hn+1 by ζσ . By Equation
(23), we obtain:
I = I − III ,
(24)
where I = σ ∗ gHn+1 is the first fundamental form of σ, and III = I(B·, B·) its third fundamental
form in Hn+1 .
Let us now see that the orthogonality to the generator of the geodesic flow essentially
characterizes the lifts of immersed hypersurfaces in Hn+1 , in the following sense.

Proposition 3.3. Let M n be an orientable manifold and ζ : M → T 1 Hn+1 be an immersion
orthogonal to the fibers of p : T 1 Hn+1 → G(Hn+1 ). If σ := π ◦ ζ is an immersion, then ζ is
the lift of σ with respect to an orientation of M .
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Proof. Let us write ζ = (σ, ν). Choosing the orientation of M suitably, we only need to show
that the unit vector field ν is normal to the immersion σ. By differentiating, dζ = (dσ, dν)
and by (6) we obtain
hν(p), dσ(W )i + hσ(p), dν(W )i = 0

for all W ∈ Tp M . By the orthogonality hypothesis and the expression χζ(p) = (ν(p), σ(p))
(Lemma 2.1) we obtain
hν(p), dσ(W )i − hσ(p), dν(W )i = 0 ,

hence hν(p), dσ(W )i = 0 for all W . Since by hypothesis the differential of σ is injective, ν(p)
is uniquely determined up to the sign, and is a unit normal vector to the immersion σ. 
In relation with Proposition 3.3, it is important to remark that there are (plenty of)
immersions in T 1 Hn+1 which are orthogonal to χ but are not the lifts of immersions in
Hn+1 , meaning that they become singular when post-composed with the projection π :
T 1 Hn+1 → Hn+1 . Some examples of this phenomenon (Example 3.9), and more in general
of the Gauss map construction, are presented in Section 3.3 below.
3.2. Geodesic flow and normal evolution. We develop here the construction of normal
evolution, starting from an immersed hypersurface in Hn+1 .
Definition 3.4. Given an oriented manifold M n and an immersion σ : M → Hn+1 , the
normal evolution of σ is the map
σt : M → Hn+1

σt (p) = expσ(p) (tν(p)) ,

where ν is the unit normal vector field of σ compatible with the orientations of M and Hn+1 .
The relation between the normal evolution and the geodesic flow is encoded in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.5. Let M n be an orientable manifold and σ : M → Hn+1 be an immersion.
Suppose σt is an immersion for some t ∈ R. Then ζσt = ϕt ◦ ζσ .
Proof. The claim is equivalent to showing that, if the differential of σt is injective at p, then
(σt (p), νt (p)) = ϕt (σ(p), ν(p)), where νt is the normal vector of σt . The equality on the first
coordinate holds by definition of the geodesic flow, since t 7→ γ(t) = σt (p) is precisely the
parameterized geodesic such that γ(0) = σ(p) with speed γ ′ (0) = ν(p). It thus remains to
check that the normal vector of σt (p) equals γ ′ (t).
By the usual expression of the exponential map in the hyperboloid model of Hn+1 , the
normal evolution is:
σt (p) = cosh(t)σ(p) + sinh(t)ν(p) ,
(25)
and therefore
dσt (V ) = dσ ◦ (cosh(t)id − sinh(t)B)(V )

(26)

for V ∈ Tp M . It is then immediate to check that

γ ′ (t) = sinh(t)σ(p) + cosh(t)ν(p)

is orthogonal to dσt (V ) for all V . If dσt is injective, this implies that γ ′ (t) is the unique
unit vector normal to the image of σ and compatible with the orientations, hence it equals
νt (p). This concludes the proof.

A straightforward consequence, recalling that the Gauss map is defined as Gσ = p ◦ ζσ
and that p ◦ ϕt = p, is the following:
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Corollary 3.6. The Gauss map of an immersion σ : M n → Hn+1 is invariant under the
normal evolution, namely Gσt = Gσ , as long as σt is an immersion.
Remark 3.7. It follows from Equation (26) that, for any immersion σ : M n → Hn+1 , the
differential of dσt at a point p is injective for small t. However, in general σt might fail to
be a global immersion for all t 6= 0. In the next section we will discuss the condition of
small principal curvatures for σ, which is a sufficient condition to ensure that σt remains an
immersion for all t.
As a related phenomenon, it is possible to construct examples of immersions ζ : M n →
1 n+1
T H
which are orthogonal to the fibers of p but such that π ◦ ϕt ◦ ζ fails to be an
immersion for all t ∈ R. We will discuss this problem later on, and such an example is
exhibited in Example 5.10.
3.3. Fundamental examples. It is now useful to describe several explicit examples. All
of them will actually play a role in some of the proofs in the next sections.
Example 3.8 (Totally geodesic hyperplanes). Let us consider a totally geodesic hyperplane
P in Hn+1 , and let σ : P → Hn+1 be the inclusion map. Since in this case the shape
operator vanishes everywhere, from Equation (24) the Gauss map is an isometric immersion
(actually, an embedding) into G(Hn+1 ) with respect to the first fundamental form of σ.
Totally geodesic immersions are in fact the only cases for which this occurs.
A remark that will be important in the following is that the lift ζσ is horizontal: that
is, by Equation (23), dζσ (w) equals the horizontal lift of w for every vector w tangent to P
at x. Therefore for every x ∈ P, the image of dζσ at x is exactly the horizontal subspace
0
H(x,ν(x))
, for ν(x) the unit normal vector of P.
Example 3.9 (Spheres in tangent space). A qualitatively opposite example is the following.
Given a point x ∈ Hn+1 , let us choose an isometric identification of Tx Hn+1 with the (n+ 1)dimensional Euclidean space, and consider the n-sphere Sn as a hypersurface in Tx Hn+1 by
means of this identification. Then we can define the map
ζ : Sn → T 1 Hn+1

ζ(v) = (x, v) .

The differential of ζ reads dζv (w) = (0, w) = wV for every w ∈ Tv Sn ∼
= v ⊥ , hence ζ is an
immersion, which is orthogonal to the fibers of p. Actually, ζ is vertical: this means that
dζv (w) is the vertical lift of w for every w ∈ v ⊥ , and therefore dv ζ(Tv Sn ) is exactly the
0
vertical subspace V(x,v)
.
Clearly we are not in the situation of Propositions 3.2 and 3.3, as π ◦ ζ is a constant map.
On the other hand, p ◦ ζ has image in G(Hn+1 ) consisting of all the (oriented) geodesics ℓ
going through x. However, when post-composing ζ with the geodesic flow, ϕt ◦ ζ projects to
an immersion in Hn+1 for all t 6= 0 and is in fact an embedding with image a geodesic sphere
of Hn+1 of radius |t| centered at x. As a final remark, the first fundamental form of p ◦ ζ,
is minus the spherical metric of Sn , since by Definition 2.2 gT 1 Hn+1 (wV , wV ) = −hw, wi.
The previous two examples can actually be seen as special cases of a more general construction, which will be very useful in the next section.
Example 3.10 (A mixed hypersurface in the unit tangent bundle). Let us consider a totally
geodesic k-dimensional submanifold Q of Hn+1 , for 0 ≤ k ≤ n. Consider the unit normal
bundle
N1 Q = {(x, v) ∈ T 1 Hn+1 | x ∈ Q, v orthogonal to Q} ,
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which is an n-dimensional submanifold of T 1 Hn+1 , and let ι be the obvious inclusion map
of N1 Q in T 1 Hn+1 . Observe that π ◦ ι is nothing but the bundle map N1 Q → Q, hence not
an immersion unless k = n which is the case we discussed in Example 3.8. The map p ◦ ι
has instead image in G(Hn+1 ) which consists of all the oriented geodesics ℓ orthogonal to Q.
See Figure 1. Let us focus on its geometry in G(Hn+1 ).
Given (x, v) ∈ N 1 Q, take an orthonormal basis {w1 , . . . , wk } of Tx Q. Clearly the wi ’s
are orthogonal to v, and let us complete them to an orthonormal basis {w1 , . . . , wn } of
v ⊥ ⊂ Tx Hn+1 . Then {w1 , . . . , wn } identifies to a basis of T(x,v) N1 Q. By repeating the
arguments of the previous two examples, dι(x,v) (wi ) is the horizontal lift of wi at (x, v) if
1 ≤ i ≤ k, and is the vertical lift if i > k. In particular they are all orthogonal to χ(x,v) ,
and therefore the induced metric on N1 Q by the metric gT 1 Hn+1 coincides with the first
fundamental form of p ◦ ι. This metric has signature (k, n − k), and {w1 , . . . , wn } is an
orthonormal basis, for which w1 , . . . , wk are positive directions and wk+1 , . . . , wn negative
directions.
Similarly to the previous example, for all t 6= 0 the map ϕt ◦ ι has the property that,
when post-composed with the projection π, it gives an embedding with image the equidistant
“cylinder” around Q.

Q

Figure 1. The normal bundle N 1 Q of a k-dimensional totally geodesic
submanifold Q in Hn+1 (here k = 1 and n = 2). On the right: after
composing with the geodesic flow ϕt for t 6= 0, one obtains an equidistant
cylinder.
Let us now consider a final example, which allows also to prove the integrability of the
almost para-complex structure J of G(Hn+1 ) we introduced in Lemma 2.4.
Example 3.11 (Horospheres). Let us consider a horosphere H in Hn+1 , and apply the Gauss
map construction of Definition 3.1 to the inclusion σ : H → Hn+1 .
It is known that the shape operator of H is ±id (the sign varies according to the choice of
the normal vector field, or equivalently by the choice of orientation on H), a result we will
also deduce later on from our arguments in Remark 4.10. Define ζ± as the lift of σ induced
by the choice of the normal vector field for which the shape operator is ±id.
Now, by Proposition 3.2, the lift ζ± is orthogonal to the fibers of p, and moreover, by
Equation (23), dζ± (w) = wH ± wV . As a result, by Equation (19), one has in fact that the
image of dx ζ± is the whole (±1)-eigenspace of J in Tζ± (x) T 1 Hn .
A direct application of Example 3.11 shows that the almost para-complex structure
integrable:

J is
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J is a para-complex structure on G(Hn+1 ).

Proof. Given (x, v) ∈ T 1 Hn+1 , consider the two horospheres H ± containing x with normal
vector v at x. The vector v points to the convex side of one of them, and to the concave
side of the other. Let us orient them in such a way that v is compatible with the ambient
orientation. Then Example 3.11 shows that the Gauss maps of the horospheres H ± have
image integral submanifolds for the distributions T ± G(Hn+1 ) associated to the almost para
complex structure J, which is therefore integrable.
4. Immersions with small principal curvatures
In this section we define and study the properties of immersed hypersurfaces in Hn+1
with small principal curvatures and their Gauss map.
4.1. Extrinsic geometry of hypersurfaces. Let us start by defining our condition of
small principal curvatures. Recall that the principal curvatures of an immersion of a hypersurface in a Riemannian manifold (in our case the ambient manifold is Hn+1 ) are the
eigenvalues of the shape operator, which was defined in (21).
Definition 4.1. An immersion σ : M n → Hn+1 has small principal curvatures if its principal
curvatures at every point lie in (−1, 1) ⊂ R.
As a consequence of Equation (24), we have a direct characterization of immersions with
small principal curvatures in terms of their Gauss map:
Proposition 4.2. Given an oriented manifold M n and an immersion σ : M → Hn+1 , σ
has small principal curvatures if and only if its Gauss map Gσ is a Riemannian immersion.
We recall that an immersion into a pseudo-Riemannian manifold is Riemannian if the pullback of the ambient pseudo-Riemannian metric, which in our case is the first fundamental
form I = G∗σ G, is a Riemannian metric.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. The condition that the Gauss map is a Riemannian immersion
is equivalent to I(W, W ) > 0 for every W 6= 0. By Equation (24), this is equivalent to
kB(W )k2 < kW k2 for the norm on M induced by I, and this is equivalent to the eigenvalues
of B (that is, the principal curvatures) being strictly smaller than 1 in absolute value. 
Remark 4.3. Let us observe that a consequence of the hypothesis of small principal curvatures is that the first fundamental form of σ has negative sectional curvature. Indeed, if
V, W is a pair of orthonormal vectors on Tp M , then by the Gauss’ equation the sectional
curvature of the plane spanned by V and W is:
KSpan(V,W ) = −1 + II(V, V )II(W, W ) − II(V, W )2 .
Since the principal curvatures of σ are less than one in absolute value, we have kB(V )k < kV k
and the same for W . Moreover V and W are unit vectors, hence both |II(V, V )| and |II(W, W )|
are less than one and the sectional curvature is negative.
Recall that we introduced in Definition 3.4 the normal evolution σt of an immersion
σ : M → Hn+1 , for M an oriented n-manifold. An immediate consequence of Proposition
4.2 is the following:
Corollary 4.4. Given an oriented manifold M n and an immersion σ : M → Hn+1 with
small principal curvatures, for all t ∈ R the normal evolution σt is an immersion with small
principal curvatures.
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Proof. It follows from Equation (26) that σt is an immersion if the shape operator B of σ
satisfies kB(W )k2 < kW k2 for every W 6= 0, that is, if σ has small principal curvatures.
Since the Gauss map is invariant under the normal evolution by Corollary 3.6, σt has small

principal curvatures for all t as a consequence of Proposition 4.2.
It will be useful to describe more precisely, under the hypothesis of small principal curvatures, the behaviour of the principal curvatures under the normal evolution.
Lemma 4.5. Given an oriented manifold M n and an immersion σ : M → Hn+1 with small
principal curvatures, let fσ : M → R be the function
n

fσ (p) =

1X
arctanh(λi (p)) ,
n i=1

(27)

where λ1 (p), . . . , λn (p) denote the principal curvatures of σ at p. Then fσt = fσ − t for every
t ∈ R.
Proof. We showed in the proof of Proposition 3.5 that in the hyperboloid model of Hn+1 the
normal vector of σt , compatible with the orientations of M and Hn+1 , has the expression
νt (p) = sinh(t)σ(p) + cosh(t)ν(p) ,
where ν = ν0 is the normal vector for σ = σ0 . Using also Equation (26), the shape operator
Bt of σt , whose defining condition is dσt ◦ Bt (W ) = −DW νt as in Equation (21), is:
Bt = (id − tanh(t)B)−1 ◦ (B − tanh(t)id) .

(28)

First, Equation (28) shows that if V is a principal direction (i.e. an eigenvalue of the shape
operator) for σ, then it is also for σt . Second, if λi is a principal curvature of σ, then the
corresponding principal curvature for σt is
λi − tanh(t)
= tanh(µi − t) ,
1 − tanh(t)λi

where µi = arctanh(λi ). The formula fσt = fσ − t then follows.

(29)


Remark 4.6. Although the principal curvatures of σ are not smooth functions, the function
fσ defined in (27) is smooth as long as σ has small principal curvatures. Indeed, using the
expression of the inverse hyperbolic tangent in terms of the elementary functions, we may
express:


!

 Qn

n
(1 + λi (p))
1 X
1
1 + λi (p)
1
det(id + B)
i=1
fσ (p) =
=
log
=
,
log Qn
log
2n i=1
1 − λi (p)
2n
2n
det(id − B)
i=1 (1 − λi (p))
where B is the shape operator of σ as usual. This proves the smoothness of fσ , which is
implicitely used in Proposition 6.7.

4.2. Comparison horospheres. Our next goal is to discuss global injectivity of immersions
with small principal curvatures (Proposition 4.15) and of their Gauss maps (Proposition
4.16), under the following completeness assumption.
Definition 4.7. An immersion σ : M n → Hn+1 is complete if the first fundamental form I
is a complete Riemannian metric.
Here we provide some preliminary steps.
Definition 4.8. Given an oriented manifold M n and an immersion σ : M → Hn+1 , let
B = −Dν be its shape operator with respect to the unit normal vector field ν compatible
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with the orientations of M and Hn+1 . We say that σ is (strictly) convex if B is negative
semi-definite (resp. definite), and, conversely, that it is (strictly) concave if B is positive
semi-definite (resp. definite).
When σ is an embedding, we refer to its image as a (strictly) convex/concave hypersurface.
Clearly reversing the orientation (and therefore the normal vector field) of a (strictly) convex
hypersurface it becomes (strictly) concave, and viceversa.
A classical fact is that a properly embedded strictly convex hyperurface in Hn+1 disconnects it into two connected components and that exactly one of them is geodesically convex
(the one towards which −ν is pointing): we denote the closure of this connected component
as the convex side of the hypersurface, and denote as the concave side the closure of the
other one.
We need another definition before stating the next Lemma. We say that a smooth curve
γ : [a, b] → Hn parameterized by arclength has small acceleration if kDγ ′ (t) γ ′ (t)k < 1 for all
t, where D denotes the Levi-Civita connection of Hn as usual.
Lemma 4.9. Let γ : [a, b] → Hn be a smooth curve of small acceleration. Then the image
of γ lies on the concave side of any horosphere tangent to γ. More precisely, γ lies in the
interior of the concave side except for the tangency point.
Proof. Up to reparametrization we can assume that the tangency point is γ(0), and we shall
prove that γ(t) lies on the concave side of any horosphere tangent to γ ′ (0) for every t > 0.
Recall that we are also assuming that γ is parameterized by arclength. We will use the
upper half-space model of Hn , namely, Hn is the region xn > 0 in Rn endowed with the
metric ( x12 )(dx21 + . . . + dx2n ). Up to isometry, we can assume that γ(0) = (0, . . . , 0, 1),
n
γ ′ (0) = (1, 0, . . . , 0) and that the tangent horosphere is {xn = 1}.
Let us first show that γ lies on the concave side of the horosphere for small t, namely,
denoting γ(t) = (γ1 (t), . . . , γn (t)), that γn (t) < 1 for small t. Since γn (0) = 1 and γn′ (0) = 0,
it will be sufficient to check that γn′′ (0) < 0. Using the assumption on γ ′ (0) and a direct
computation of the Christoffel symbols Γn11 = 1, we get
(Dγ ′ γ ′ )n (0) = γn′′ (0) + 1 .
Since by hypothesis γ has small acceleration, and at γ(0) the metric of the upper half-space
model coincides with the standard metric dx21 + . . . + dx2n , |(Dγ ′ γ ′ )n (0)| < 1 and therefore
γn′′ (0) < 0. We conclude that, for suitable ǫ > 0, γn (t) < 1 for all t ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ) \ {0}.
Let us now show that γ(t) lies in the interior of the concave side of the tangent horosphere
{xn = 1} for all t 6= 0, that is, that γn (t) < 1 for all t 6= 0. Suppose by contradiction that
γn (t0 ) = 1 for some t0 ≥ ǫ. Then γn has a minimum point tmin in (0, t0 ), with minimum
value m < 1. The horosphere {xn = m} is then tangent to γ at γ(tmin ) and γn (t) ≥ m for t
in a neighbourhood of tmin . By re-applying the argument of the previous part of the proof,
this gives a contradiction. See Figure 2.

Remark 4.10. Given an immersion σ : M n → Hn+1 (or in a general Riemannian manifold),
a curve γ : [a, b] → M is a geodesic for the first fundamental form of σ (in short, it is an
intrinsic geodesic) if and only if D(σ◦γ)′ (σ ◦ γ)′ is orthogonal to the image of σ. In this case
we have indeed
D(σ◦γ)′ (σ ◦ γ)′ = II(γ ′ (t), γ ′ (t))ν(γ(t))
(30)

where ν is the unit normal vector of the immersion with respect to the chosen orientations.
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γ(t0)
γ

γ(0)

γ(tmin )

Figure 2. A schematic picture of the argument in the proof of Lemma 4.9.
On the left, for t ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ) the image of the curve γ(t) lies in the concave
side of the horosphere tangent to γ at t = 0. On the right, the same holds
in fact for every t, for otherwise one would obtain a contradiction with the
first part of the proof at the minimum point tmin .
By applying this remark to an intrinsic geodesic for the horosphere {xn = 1}, which
has the form γ(t) = (a1 t, . . . , an−1 t, 1) (here σ is simply the inclusion), and repeating the
same computation of the proof of Lemma 4.9, we see that the second fundamental form of a
horosphere equals the first fundamental form. Hence the principal curvatures of a horosphere
are all identically equal to 1 for the choice of inward normal vector, and therefore the shape
operator is the identity at every point, a fact we have already used in Example 3.11.
An immediate consequence of Lemma 4.9 is the following:
Lemma 4.11. Given a complete immersion σ : M n → Hn+1 with small principal curvatures,
the image of σ lies strictly on the concave side of any tangent horosphere. That is, for every
p ∈ M , σ(M \ {p}) lies in the interior of the concave side of each of the two horospheres
tangent to σ at σ(p).
Proof. Let us fix p ∈ M and let q ∈ M , with p 6= q. By completeness there exists an
intrinsic geodesic γ on M joining p and q, which we assume to be parameterized by arclength.
Applying Equation (30) as in Remark 4.10, we have
kD(σ◦γ)′ (σ ◦ γ)′ k = |II(γ ′ (t), γ ′ (t))| < I(γ ′ (t), γ ′ (t)) = k(σ ◦ γ)′ (t)k2 = 1 ,
hence σ ◦ γ has small acceleration. The conclusion follows from Lemma 4.9.



Remark 4.12. Observe that any metric sphere in Hn+1 is contained in the convex side of any
tangent horosphere. As a result, a hypersurface with small principal curvatures lies in the
complementary of any metric ball of Hn+1 whose boundary is tangent to the hypersurface.
See Figure 3.
Remark 4.13. A r-cap in the hyperbolic space is the hypersurface at (signed) distance r from
a totally geodesic plane. By a simple computation (for instance using Equation (28)), r-caps
are umbilical hypersurfaces with principal curvatures identically equal to − tanh(r), computed with respect to the unit normal vector pointing to the side where r is increasing. Now,
if σ : M → Hn+1 is an immersion with principal curvatures smaller that ǫ = tanh(r)∈ (0, 1)
in absolute value, then one can repeat wordly the proofs of Lemma 4.9 and Lemma 4.11,
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by replacing horospheres with r-caps, and conclude that the image of σ lies strictly on the
concave side of every tangent r-cap for r = arctanh(ǫ). See Figure 3. A similar conclusion
(which is however not interesting for the purpose of this paper) could of course be obtained
under the assumption that σ has principal curvatures bounded by some constant ǫ > 1, in
terms of tangent metric spheres with curvature greater than ǫ in absolute value.

σ

Figure 3. Schematically, an immersion σ tangent at one point to a metric
sphere (whose principal curvatures are larger than 1), a horosphere (equal
to 1) and a r-cap (smaller than 1). The image of σ is contained in the
concave side of the three of them.
4.3. Injectivity results. Having established these preliminary results, let us finally discuss
the global injectivity of σ and Gσ under the hypothesis of completeness. Before that, we
relate the completeness assumption for σ to some topological conditions.
Remark 4.14. Let us observe that proper immersions σ : M → Hn+1 are complete. Indeed,
if p, q ∈ M have distance at most r for the first fundamental form I, then, by definition of
distance on a Riemannian manifold, distHn+1 (σ(p), σ(q)) ≤ r: as a result,
σ(BI (x, r)) ⊂ BHn+1 (x, r).

Assuming σ is proper, σ −1 (BHn+1 (x, r)) is a compact subspace of M containing BI (x, r),
therefore BI (x, r) is compact. We conclude that I is complete by Hopf-Rinow Theorem.
A less trivial result is that Remark 4.14 can be reversed for immersions with small principal
curvatures: in fact, for immersions with small principal curvatures, being properly immersed,
properly embedded and complete are all equivalent conditions
Proposition 4.15. Let M n be a manifold and σ : M → Hn+1 be a complete immersion
with small principal curvatures. Then σ is a proper embedding and M is diffeomorphic to
Rn .
Proof. To show that σ is injective, let us suppose by contradiction that σ(p) = σ(q) = y0
for p 6= q. Let γ : [a, b] → M be an intrinsic I-geodesic joining p and q parametrized by
arclength, which exists because I is complete. As in Lemma 4.11, σ◦γ has small acceleration.
Let
r0 := max d(y0 , σ ◦ γ(t)) .
t∈[a,b]
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Then σ ◦ γ is tangent at some point σ ◦ γ(t0 ) to the metric sphere in Hn+1 centered at y0
of radius r0 , and contained in its convex side. By Remark 4.12, σ ◦ γ lies in the convex side
of the horosphere tangent to the hypersurface at σ ◦ γ(t0 ). This contradicts Lemma 4.9 and
shows that σ is an injective immersion. See Figure 4.

σ◦γ
y0

B(y0, r0)

Figure 4. A sketch of the proof of the first part of Proposition 4.15, namely
the injectivity of σ. If σ(p) = σ(q) = y0 for p 6= q, then the image σ ◦ γ of
a I-geodesic connecting p and q would be tangent to a metric ball centered
at y0 , which contradicts the assumption that σ has small principal curvatures.
f → M be a universal covering. If
It follows that M is simply connected. Indeed, let c : M
M were not simply connected, then c would not be injective, hence σ ◦ c would give a noninjective immersion in Hn+1 with small principal curvatures, contradicting the above part
of the proof. Since the first fundamental form is a complete negatively curved Riemannian
metric on M (Remark 4.3), M is diffeomorphic to Rn by the Cartan-Hadamard theorem.
Let us now show that σ is proper, which also implies that it is a homeomorphism onto
its image and thus an embedding. As a first step, suppose y0 ∈ Hn+1 is in the closure
of the image of σ. We claim that the normal direction of σ extends to y0 , meaning that
there exists a vector ν0 ∈ Tx10 Hn+1 such that [ν(pn )] → [ν0 ] for every sequence pn ∈ M
satisfying σ(pn ) → y0 , where ν(p) denotes the unit normal vector of σ at p and [·] denotes
the equivalence class up to multiplication by ±1. By compactness of unit tangent spheres,
if σ(pn ) → y0 then one can extract a subsequence ν(pn ) converging to (say) ν0 . Observe
that by Lemma 4.11, the image of σ lies in the concave side of any horosphere orthogonal to
ν(pn ) at σ(pn ). By a continuity argument, it lies also on the concave side of each of the two
horospheres orthogonal to ν0 at y0 . The claim follows by a standard subsequence argument
once we show that there can be no limit other than ±ν0 along any subsequence.
We will assume hereafter, in the upper half-space model
1
({xn+1 > 0}, 2 (dx21 + . . . + dx2n+1 )) ,
xn+1
that y0 = (0, . . . , 0, 1) and ν0 = (0, . . . , 0, 1). See Figure 5 on the left. In this model,
horospheres are either horizontal hyperplanes {xn+1 = c} or spheres with south pole on
{xn+1 = 0}. By Lemma 4.11, the image of σ is contained in the concave side of both
horospheres orthogonal to ν0 , hence it lies in the region defined by 0 < xn+1 ≤ 1 and
x21 + . . . + x2n + (xn+1 − 21 )2 ≥ 41 . Now, if ν1 6= ±ν0 were a subsequential limit of ν(qn ) for
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some sequence qn with σ(qn ) → y0 , then the image of σ would lie on the concave side of some
sphere with south pole on {xn+1 = 0, (x1 , . . . , xn ) 6= (0, . . . , 0)}. But then σ would either
enter the region xn+1 > 1 or the region x21 + . . . + x2n + (xn+1 − 21 )2 < 41 in a neighbourhood
of y0 , which gives a contradiction.
Having established the convergence of the normal direction to [ν0 ], we can now find a
neighbourhood U of y0 of the form B(0, ǫ) × ( 12 , 32 ), where B(0, ǫ) is the ball of Euclidean
radius ǫ centered at the origin in {xn+1 = 0}, such that if σ(p) ∈ U , then the vertical
projection from the tangent space of σ at σ(p) to {xn+1 = 0} is a linear isomorphism. By
the implicit function theorem, σ(M ) ∩ U is locally a graph over Rn . Up to taking a smaller
ǫ, we can arrange U so that σ(M ) ∩ U is a global graph over some open set of B(0, ǫ) ⊂ Rn .
Indeed as long as the normal vector ν is in a small neighbourhood of ±ν0 , the vertical lines
over points in B(0, ǫ) may intersect the image of σ in at most one point as a consequence of
Lemma 4.11. Let us denote V ⊆ B(0, ǫ) the image of the vertical projection from σ(M ) ∩ U
to Rn , so that σ(M ) ∩ U is the graph of some function h : V → ( 12 , 32 ) satisfying h(0) = 1.
Since the gradient of h converges to 0 at 0, up to restricting U again, there is a constant
C > 0 such that the Euclidean norm of the gradient of h is bounded by C.
We shall now apply again the hypothesis that σ is complete to show that in fact V =
B(0, ǫ). For this purpose, we assume that V is a proper (open) subset of B(0, ǫ) and we
will derive a contradiction. Under the assumption V 6= B(0, ǫ) we would find a Euclidean
segment c : [0, 1] → Rn such that c(s) ∈ V for s ∈ [0, 1) and c(1) ∈ B(0, ǫ) \ V . The path
s 7→ (c(s), h ◦ c(s)) is contained in σ(M ); using h ≥ 12 and the bound on the gradient, we
√
obtain that its hyperbolic length is less than 2 1 + C 2 times the Euclidean length of c,
hence is finite. This contradicts completeness of σ. In summary, σ(M ) ∩ U is the graph of a
function globally defined on B(0, ǫ), and clearly contains the point y0 . See Figure 5 on the
right.
We are now ready to complete the proof of the fact that σ is proper. Indeed, let pn ∈ M
be a sequence such that σ(pn ) → y0 . We showed above that y0 is in the image of σ (say
y0 = σ(p0 )) and that pn is definitively in σ −1 (U ), whose image is a graph over B(0, ǫ).
Hence pn is at bounded distance from p0 for the first fundamental form of σ, and therefore
admits a subsequence pnk converging to p0 . In conclusion, σ is a proper embedding.


By an application of Lemma 4.11 one can easily show that the Gauss map Gσ : M →
G(Hn+1 ) is injective as well if σ is complete and has small principal curvatures. However,
we will prove here (Proposition 4.16) a stronger property of the Gauss map.
Recall that the space of oriented geodesics of Hn+1 has the natural identification
G(Hn+1 ) ∼
= ∂Hn+1 × ∂Hn+1 \ ∆ ,
for ∆ the diagonal, given by mapping an oriented geodesic ℓ to its endpoints at infinity
according to the orientation: as a consequence, the map Gσ can be seen as a pair of maps
with values in the boundary of Hn . More precisely, if we denote by γ : R → Hn+1 a
parameterized geodesic, then the above identification reads:


γ 7→
lim γ(t), lim γ(t) .
(31)
t→+∞

t→−∞

Given an immersion of an oriented manifold M n into Hn+1 , composing the Gauss map
Gσ : M → G(Hn+1 ) with the above map (31) with values in ∂Hn+1 × ∂Hn+1 and projecting
n+1
on each factor, we obtain the so-called hyperbolic Gauss maps G±
. They are
σ : M → ∂H
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1 3
2, 2



y0
{xn+1 = 1}

σ(M ) ∩ U

Figure 5. The setting of the proof that σ is proper in Proposition
4.15: in the upper half-plane model, the image of σ is contained below the horosphere {xn+1 = 1} and in the outer side of the horosphere
x21 + . . . + x2n + (xn+1 − 12 )2 = 41 . On the right, the neighbourhood U of y0 ,
where the image of σ is proved to be the graph of a function h : B(0, ǫ) → R.
explicitely expressed by
n+1
G±
.
σ (p) = lim expσ(p) (tν(p)) ∈ ∂H
t→±∞

The following proposition states their injectivity property under the small principal curvatures assumption, which will be applied in Proposition 4.20,
Proposition 4.16. Let M n be an oriented manifold and σ : M → Hn+1 be a complete
immersion with small principal curvatures. Then both hyperbolic Gauss maps G±
σ : M →
n+1
∂H
are diffeomorphisms onto their images. In particular, the Gauss map Gσ is an
embedding.
Proof. Let us first show that G±
σ are local diffeomorphisms. Recalling the definition of σt
(Definition 3.4) and its expression in the hyperboloid model of Hn+1 (Equation (25)), G±
σ is
n+1
the limit for t → ±∞ in ∂H
of
σt (p) = cosh(t)σ(p) ± sinh(t)ν(p) .

Recalling the definition of the boundary of Hn+1 as the projectivization of the nullcone (Equation (7)), we will consider the boundary at infinity of Hn+1 as the slice of the
null-cone defined by {xn+2 = 1}. Given p0 ∈ M , up to isometries we can assume that
σ(p0 ) = (0, . . . , 0, 1) and ν(p0 ) = (1, 0, . . . , 0), so that G±
σ (p0 ) = (±1, 0, . . . , 0, 1) and the
tangent spaces to the image of σ at p0 and of ∂Hn+1 at G±
σ (p) are identified to the same
subspace {x1 = xn+2 = 0} in Rn,1 .
To compute the differential of G±
σ at p0 , we must differentiate the maps
p 7→ lim

t→±∞

σ(p) ± ν(p)
σt (p)
=
|hσt (p), σ(p0 )i|
|hσ(p) ± ν(p), σ(p0 )i|

at p = p0 . Under these identifications, a direct computation for V ∈ Tp0 M gives:
dG±
σ (V ) = dσ ◦ (id ∓ B)(V ) .

Hence both differentials of G±
σ are invertible at p0 if the eigenvalues of B are always different
−
from 1 and −1, as in our hypothesis. This shows that G+
σ and Gσ are local diffeomorphisms.
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±
±
To see that G±
σ is injective, suppose that Gσ (p) = Gσ (q). This means that σ is orthogonal
at p and q to two geodesics having a common point at infinity. Hence σ is tangent at p and
q to two horospheres Hp and Hq having the same point at infinity. By Lemma 4.11 the
image of σ must lie in the concave side of both Hp and Hq , hence the two horospheres must
coincide. But by Lemma 4.11 again, σ(M \ {p}) lies strictly in the concave side of Hp , hence
necessarily p = q. See Figure 6.
By the invariance of the domain, G±
σ are diffeomorphisms onto their images. Under the
identification between G(Hn+1 ) and ∂Hn+1 × ∂Hn+1 \ ∆ the Gauss map Gσ corresponds to
−

(G+
σ , Gσ ), and it follows that Gσ is an embedding.

σ(q)
σ(p)

σ(q)

σ(p)

Figure 6. The proof of the injectivity of G+
σ . Suppose two orthogonal
geodesics share the final point, hence the image of σ is tangent at σ(p) and
σ(q) have the same point at infinity. As a consequence of Lemma 4.11,
this is only possible if the two tangent horospheres coincide, and therefore
if p = q. Replacing horospheres by metric spheres, the same argument
proves that the orthogonal geodesics at different points are disjoint (See
Proposition 4.18).
4.4. Nearly-Fuchsian manifolds. Taking advantage of the results so far established in
this section, we now introduce nearly-Fuchsian representations and manifolds. These will
appear again at the end of Section 6 and in Section 7.
Definition 4.17. Let M n be a closed orientable manifold. A representation ρ : π1 (M ) →
f→
Isom(Hn+1 ) is called nearly-Fuchsian if there exists a ρ-equivariant immersion σ
e : M
n+1
H
with small principal curvatures.
f → Isom(Hn+1 ) is ρ-equivariant if
We recall that an immersion σ
e: M
σ
e ◦ α = ρ(α) ◦ σ
e.

(32)

for all α ∈ π1 (M ). Let us show that the action of nearly-Fuchsian representations is “good”
on Hn+1 (Proposition 4.18) and also on a region in ∂Hn+1 which is the disjoint union of two
topological discs (Proposition 4.20).
Proposition 4.18. Let M n be a closed orientable manifold and ρ : π1 (M ) → Isom(Hn+1 )
be a nearly-Fuchsian representation. Then ρ gives a free and properly discontinous action
of π1 (M ) on Hn+1 . Moreover ρ is convex cocompact, namely there exists a ρ-invariant
geodesically convex subset C ⊂ Hn+1 such that the quotient Cρ(π (M )) is compact.
1
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Proof. Let σ
e be an equivariant immersion as in Definition 4.17. We claim that the family of
f) gives a foliation of Hn+1 . Observing that the action of π1 (M )
geodesics orthogonal to σ
e (M
f is free and properly discontinous, this immediately implies that the action of π1 (M )
on M
on Hn+1 induced by ρ is free and properly discontinous.
By repeating the same argument that shows, in the proof of Proposition 4.16, the injecn+1
tivity of G±
and using Remark 4.12, one
σ
e , replacing horospheres with metric spheres of H
f
can prove that two geodesics orthogonal to σ
e(M ) at different points are disjoint.
To show that the orthogonal geodesics give a foliation of Hn+1 , it remains to show that
every point x ∈ Hn+1 is contained in a geodesic of this family (which is necessarily unique).
f). By cocompactness, σ
Of course we can assume x ∈
/σ
e(M
e is complete, hence it is a proper
f)
embedding by Proposition 4.15. Then the map that associates to each element of σ
e (M
its distance from x attains its minimum: this implies that there exists r > 0 such that the
f) at some point p. Hence x is on
metric sphere of radius r centered at x is tangent to σ
e(M
the geodesic through p. See Figure 8.
Let us now prove that ρ is also convex-cocompact. To show this, we claim that there
et− a concave one. Indeed in the
exists t+ , t− ∈ R such that σ
et+ is a convex embedding, and σ
et are
proof of Lemma 4.5 we showed that the principal curvatures of the normal evolution σ
equal to tanh(µi − t), where µi is the hyperbolic arctangent of the corresponding principal
curvature of σ
e. Hence taking t ≪ 0 (resp. t ≫ 0) one can make sure that the principal
curvatures of σ
et are all negative (resp. positive), hence σ
et is convex (resp. concave). The
et− is then geodesically convex and diffeomorphic
region bounded by the images of σ
et+ and σ
f × [t− , t+ ]. Under this diffeomorphism, the action of π1 (M ) corresponds to the action
to M
f and the trivial action on the second factor. Hence its quotient
by deck transformations on M
is compact, being diffeomorphic to M × [t− , t+ ].

This implies that in dimension three, nearly-Fuchsian manifolds are quasi-Fuchsian.
e an
Remark 4.19. There is another important consequence of Proposition 4.18. Given σ
equivariant immersion as in Definition 4.17, it follows from the cocompactness of the action
of ρ on the geodesically convex region C that σ
e is a quasi-isometric embedding in the sense
f is a complete simply connected
of metric spaces. By cocompactness and Remark 4.3, M
f in
Riemannian manifold of negative sectional curvature, hence its visual boundary ∂ M
n−1
the sense of Gromov is homeomorphic to S
. By [BS00, Proposition 6.3], σ
e extends to a
f of M
f to ∂Hn+1 . By compactness
continuous injective map ∂e
σ from the visual boundary ∂ M
f, the extension of σ
of ∂ M
e is a homeomorphism onto its image.
f → Hn+1 are at bounded distance
Since any two ρ-equivariant embeddings σ
e1 , σ
e2 : M
from each other by cocompactness, the extension ∂e
σ does not depend on σ
e, but only on the
representation ρ. In conclusion, the image of ∂e
σ is a topological (n − 1)-sphere Λρ in ∂Hn+1 ,
called the limit set of the representation ρ. See Figure 7.
Proposition 4.20. Let M n be a closed orientable manifold, ρ : π1 (M ) → Isom(Hn+1 ) be
a nearly-Fuchsian representation and Λρ be its limit set. Then the action of ρ extends to
a free and properly discontinous action on ∂Hn+1 \ Λρ , which is the disjoint union of two
topological n-discs.
f is free and properly discontinuous, and G± are
Proof. Since the action of π1 (M ) on M
σ
e
diffeomorphisms onto their image by Proposition 4.16, it follows that the action of ρ(π1 (M ))
− f
f
is free and properly discontinuous on G+
σ
e (M ) and Gσ
e (M ), which are topological discs in
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Ω+

Λρ

Ω−
Figure 7. A picture of the limit set Λρ , which is a topological (n − 1)sphere and disconnects ∂Hn+1 in two connected components Ω+ and Ω− ,
which are homeomorphic to n-discs.
f is diffeomorphic to Rn . We claim that
Hn+1 since M

− f
n+1
f
G+
\ Λρ .
σ
e (M ) ∪ Gσ
e (M ) = ∂H

Observe that, by the Jordan-Brouwer separation Theorem, the complement of Λρ has two
− f
f
connected components, hence the claim will also imply that G+
σ
e (M ) and Gσ
e (M ) are disjoint
because they are both connected.
− f
f
In order to show that ∂Hn+1 \ Λρ ⊆ G+
σ
e (M ) ∪ Gσ
e (M ), one can repeat the same argument
as Proposition 4.18, now using horospheres, to see that every x in the complement of Λρ is
f). See Figure 8.
the endpoint of some geodesic orthogonal to σ
e (M
It only remains to show the other inclusion. By continuity, it suffices to show that every
x ∈ Λρ is not on the image of G±
σ
e . Observe that by cocompactness the principal curvatures
of σ
e are bounded by some constant ǫ < 1 in absolute value. Now, if x ∈ ∂Hn+1 is the
endpoint of an orthogonal line ℓ, then, for all r, one would be able to construct a r-cap
f) such that x lies in the convex side of the r-cap: since, by Remark 4.13,
tangent to ℓ ∩ σ
e(M
f) = Λρ .
for some r the image of σ
e lies in the concave side of the r-cap, x cannot lie in ∂e
σ (M
See Figure 8 again.


As a consequence of Proposition 4.18, if ρ : π1 (M ) → Isom(Hn+1 ) is a nearly-Fuchsian
n+1
representation, then the quotient H ρ(π (M )) is a complete hyperbolic manifold diffeo1
morphic to M × R. This motivates the following definition.

Definition 4.21. A hyperbolic manifold of dimension n + 1 is nearly-Fuchsian if it is
n+1
isometric to the quotient H ρ(π (M )), for M a closed orientable n-manifold and ρ :
1
π1 (M ) → Isom(Hn+1 ) a nearly-Fuchsian representation.
f → Hn+1 is a ρ-equivariant embedding with small principal curvatures,
Remark 4.22. If σ
e:M
n+1
then σ
e descends to the quotient defining a smooth injective map σ : M → H ρ(π (M )).
1
Moreover, since σ
e is a ρ-equivariant homeomorphism with its image, σ is a homeomorphism
with its image as well hence its image is an embedded hypersurface.

We conclude this section with a final definition which appears in the statement of Theorem
7.4. As a preliminary remark, recall from Propositions 4.16 and 4.20 that if σ
e is a ρequivariant embedding with small principal curvatures, then each of the Gauss maps G±
σ
e of
f and a connected component of ∂Hn+1 \ Λρ . Let us denote
σ
e is a diffeomorphism between M
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x

ℓ

x

Λρ

Figure 8. The arguments in the proof of Proposition 4.20. On the left,
since σ
e is proper and extends to Λρ in ∂Hn+1 , from every point x ∈
/ Λρ one
can find a horosphere with point at infinity x tangent to the image of σ
e.
The same argument works for an interior point x, using metric balls, which
is the argument of Proposition 4.18. On the right, a r-cap orthogonal to
a geodesic ℓ with endpoint x. Since σ
e lies on the concave side of tangent
r-caps for large r, x cannot be in the image of G±
σ
e . The same argument
is used in Lemma 7.8, under the convexity assumption, in which case it
suffices to use tangent hyperplanes instead of r-caps.
these connected components by Ω± as in Figure 7, so that:
∂Hn+1 \ Λρ = Ω+ ⊔ Ω−

f
G+
σ
e (M ) = Ω+

f
G−
σ
e (M ) = Ω− .

with the representation ρ inducing an action of π1 (M ) on both Ω+ and Ω− . Recalling the
identification
G(Hn+1 ) ∼
= ∂Hn+1 × ∂Hn+1 \ ∆ ,
given by

γ 7→




lim γ(t), lim γ(t) ,

t→+∞

the following definition is well-posed.

t→−∞

Definition 4.23. Given a closed oriented n-manifold M and a nearly-Fuchsian representation ρ : π1 (M ) → Isom(Hn+1 ), we define Gρ the quotient:
{γ ∈ G(Hn+1 ) | lim γ(t) ∈ Ω+ or
t→+∞

lim γ(t) ∈ Ω− }
ρ(π1 (M )) .

t→−∞

Observe that, since the action of ρ(π1 (M )) on ∂Hn+1 is free and properly discontinuous
on both Ω+ and Ω− , it is also free and properly discontinuous on the region of G(Hn+1 )
consisting of geodesics having either final point in Ω+ or initial point in Ω− . Moreover, such
region is simply connected, because it is the union of Ω+ × ∂Hn+1 \ ∆ and ∂Hn+1 × Ω− \ ∆,
both of which are simply connected (they retract on Ω+ × {⋆} and {⋆} × Ω− respectively)
and whose intersection Ω+ × Ω− is again simply connected. We conclude that Gρ is a 2nmanifold whose fundamental group is isomorphic to π1 (M ), and is endowed with a natural
para-Kähler structure induced from that of G(Hn+1 ) (which is preserved by the action of
Isom(Hn+1 )).
It is important to stress once more that Ω+ and Ω− only depend on ρ and not on σ
e. We
made here a choice in the labelling of Ω+ and Ω− which only depends on the orientation of
M . The other choice of labelling would result in a “twin” region, which differs from Gρ by
switching the roles of initial and final endpoints.
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A consequence of this construction, which is implicit in the statement of Theorem 7.4, is
the following:
Corollary 4.24. Let M n be a closed orientable manifold, ρ : π1 (M ) → Isom(Hn+1 ) be a
f → Hn+1 be a ρ-equivariant embedding of small
nearly-Fuchsian representation and σ
e :M
principal curvatures. For a suitable choice of an orientation on M , the Gauss map of σ
e
takes values in Ω+ × Ω− , and induces an embedding of M in Gρ

Proof. The only part of the statement which is left to prove is that the induced immersion
of M in Gρ is an embedding, but the proof follows with the same argument as in Remark
4.22.

5. Local and global integrability of immersions into G(Hn+1 )
In this section we introduce a connection on the principal R-bundle p and relate its
curvature with the symplectic geometry of the space of geodesics. As a consequence, we
characterize, in terms of the Lagrangian condition, the immersions in the space of geodesics
which can be locally seen as Gauss maps of immersions into Hn .
5.1. Connection on the R-principal bundle. Recall that a connection on a principal
G-bundle P is a g-valued 1-form ω on P such that:
• Adg (Rg∗ ω) = ω;
• for every ξ ∈ G, ω(Xξ ) = ξ where Xξ is the vector field associated to ξ by differentiating the action of G.
In the special case G = R which we consider in this paper, ω is a real-valued 1-form and the
first property simply means that ω is invariant under the R-action.
Let us now introduce the connection that we will concretely use.
Definition 5.1. We define the connection form on p : T 1 Hn → G(Hn ) as
ω(X) = gT 1 Hn (X, χ(x,v) )
for X ∈ T(x,v) T 1 Hn , where χ is the infinitesimal generator of the geodesic flow.
The 1-form ω indeed satisfies the two properties of a connection: the invariance under the R-action follows immediately from the invariance of gT 1 Hn (Lemma 2.3) and of
χ (Equation (14)); the second property follows from Equation (10), namely ω(χ(x,v) ) =
gT 1 Hn (χ(x,v) , χ(x,v) ) = 1.
The connection ω is defined in such a way that the associated Ehresmann connection,
which we recall being a distribution of T 1 Hn in direct sum with the tangent space of the
fibers of p, is simply the distribution orthogonal to χ. Indeed the Ehresmann connection
associated to ω is the kernel of ω. The subspaces in the Ehresmann connections defined by
the kernel of ω are usually called horizontal ; we will avoid this term here since it might be
confused with the horizontal distribution H with respect to the other bundle structure of
T 1 Hn , namely the unit tangent bundle π : T 1 Hn → Hn .
Now, a connection on a principal G-bundle is flat if the Ehresmann distribution is integrable, namely, every point admits a local section tangent to the kernel of ω. We will simply
refer to such a section as a flat section. The bundle is a trivial flat principal G-bundle if it
has a global flat section.
Having introduced the necessary language, the following statement is a direct reformulation of Proposition 3.2.
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Proposition 5.2. Given an oriented manifold M n and an immersion σ : M → Hn+1 , the
Gσ -pull-back of p : T 1 Hn+1 → G(Hn+1 ) is a trivial flat bundle.
Proof. The lift ζσ : M → T 1 Hn+1 is orthogonal to χ by Proposition 3.2 and therefore
induces a global flat section of the pull-back bundle via Gσ = p ◦ ζσ .

5.2. Curvature of the connection. The purpose of this section is to compute the curvature of the connection ω, which is simply the R-valued 2-form dω. (The general formula
for the curvature of a connection on a principal G-bundle is dω + 12 ω ∧ ω, but the last term
vanishes in our case G = R.)
Remark 5.3. It is known that the curvature of ω is the obstruction to the existence of
local flat sections. In particular in the next proposition we will use extensively that, given
1 n+1
X, Y ∈ χ⊥
, if there exists an embedding ζ : M → T 1 Hn+1 such that
(x,v) ⊂ T(x,v) T H
ζ(p) = (x, v), that X, Y ∈ dζ(Tp M ) and that dζ(Tp M ) ⊂ χ⊥ , then dω(X, Y ) = 0.
This can be easily seen by a direct argument: if we now denote by X and Y some
extensions tangential to the image of ζ, one has
dω(X, Y ) = ∂X (ω(Y )) − ∂Y (ω(X)) − ω([X, Y ]) = 0 ,
since ω(X) = ω(Y ) = 0 by the hypothesis that X and Y are orthogonal to χ, whence
ω(X) = gT 1 Hn (X, χ) = 0, and moreover ω([X, Y ]) = 0 since [X, Y ] remains tangential to
the image of σ.
The argument can in fact be reversed to see that dω is exactly the obstruction to the
existence of a flat section, by the Frobenius theorem.
The following proposition represents an essential step to relate the curvature of ω and the
symplectic geometry of the space of geodesics.
Proposition 5.4. The following identity holds for the connection form ω on the principal
R-bundle p : T 1 Hn+1 → G(Hn+1 ) and the symplectic form Ω of G(Hn+1 ):
dω = p∗ Ω .

Proof. We shall divide the proof in several steps.
First, let us show that dω is the pull-back of some 2-form on G(Hn+1 ). Since dω is
obviously invariant under the geodesic flow, we only need to show that dω(X, χ(x,v) ) = 0 for
all X ∈ T(x,v) T 1 Hn+1 . Clearly, it suffices to check this for X ∈ χ⊥ . To apply the exterior
derivative formula for dω, we consider χ as a globally defined vector field and we shall extend
X around (x, v). For this purpose, take a curve c : (−ǫ, ǫ) → T 1 Hn+1 such that c′ (0) = X
and c′ (s) is tangent to χ⊥ for every s. Then define the map f (s, t) = ϕt (c(s)) and observe
that χ = ∂t f . We thus set X = ∂s f , which is the desired extension along a two-dimensional
submanifold. Then we have:
dω(X, χ) = ∂X (ω(χ)) − ∂χ (ω(X)) − ω[X, χ] = 0 ,
where we have used that ω(χ) ≡ 1, that ω(X) = 0 along the curves t 7→ ϕt (x, v) (since the
curve c is taken to be in the distribution χ⊥ and the geodesic flow preserves both χ and
its orthogonal complement), and finally that [X, χ] = 0 since χ = ∂t f and X = ∂s f are
coordinate vector fields for a submanifold in neighborhood of (x, v).
Having proved this, it is now sufficient to show that dω and p∗ Ω agree when restricted
to χ⊥ . Recall that Ω is defined as G(·, J·), where G and J are the push-forward to
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Tp(x,v) G(Hn+1 ), by means of the differential of p, of the metric gT 1 Hn+1 and of the paracomplex structure J on χ⊥ . Thus we must equivalently show that
dω(X, Y ) = gT 1 Hn+1 (X, JY )

for all X, Y ∈ χ⊥
(x,v) .

(33)

To see this, take an orthonormal basis {w1 , . . . , wn } for v ⊥ ⊂ Tx Hn+1 , and observe that
{w1H , . . . , wnH , w1V , . . . , wnV } is a gT 1 Hn+1 -orthonormal basis of χ⊥ . It is sufficient to check
(33) for X, Y distinct elements of this basis. We distinguish several cases.
• First, consider the case X = wiH and Y = wjH , for i 6= j. Then gT 1 Hn+1 (X, JY ) =
gT 1 Hn+1 (wiH , wjV ) = 0 by Definition 2.2. On the other hand, by Example 3.8, if σ is
the inclusion of the totally geodesic hyperplane orthogonal to v at x, then its lift ζσ
is a submanifold in T 1 Hn+1 orthogonal to χ at every point and tangent to X and
Y . Then dω(X, Y ) = 0 by Remark 5.3.
• Second, consider X = wiV and Y = wjV , for i 6= j. Then again gT 1 Hn+1 (X, JY ) =
gT 1 Hn+1 (wiV , wjH ) = 0. Here we can apply Example 3.9 instead, and see that there
0
is a n-dimensional sphere in V(x,v)
orthogonal to the fibers of p and tangent to X
and Y , whence dω(X, Y ) = 0 by Remark 5.3.
• Third, consider X = wiH and Y = wjV , for i 6= j. Then gT 1 Hn+1 (X, JY ) =
gT 1 Hn+1 (wiH , wjH ) = 0 since wi and wj are orthogonal. Let us now apply Example 3.10, for instance by taking Q the geodesic going through x with speed wi . The
normal bundle N1 Q is a submanifold orthogonal to the fibers of p and tangent to
wiH and wjV . So dω(X, Y ) = 0 by the usual argument.
• Finally, we have to deal with the case X = wiH and Y = wiV . Here gT 1 Hn+1 (X, JY ) =
gT 1 Hn+1 (wiH , wiH ) = 1. For this computation, we may assume n = 1, up to restricting
to the totally geodesic 2-plane spanned by v and w, which is a copy of H2 . Hence we
will simply denote wi = w, and moreover we can assume (up to changing the sign)
that w = x ⊠ v, where ⊠ denotes the Lorentzian cross product in R2,1 . In other
words, (x, v, w) forms an oriented orthonormal triple in R2,1 .
Now, let us extend X and Y to globally defined vector fields on T 1 H2 , by means
of the assignment (x, v) 7→ (x ⊠ v)H and (x, v) 7→ (x ⊠ v)V . By this definition, X and
Y are orthogonal to χ; we claim that [X, Y ] = −χ. This will conclude the proof,
since
dω(X, Y ) = ∂X (ω(Y )) − ∂Y (ω(X)) − ω[X, Y ] = −ω[X, Y ] = gT 1 H2 (χ, χ) = 1 .
For the claim about the Lie bracket, let us use the hyperboloid model. Then X =
(x ⊠ v, 0) and Y = (0, x ⊠ v). We can consider X and Y as globally defined (by the
same expressions) in the ambient space R2,1 × R2,1 , so as to compute the Lie bracket
in R2,1 × R2,1 , which will remain tangential to T 1 H2 since T 1 H2 is a submanifold.
Using the formula [X, Y ] = JacX Y − JacY X, where JacX denotes the Jacobian of
the vector field thought as a map from R3 to R3 , we obtain
[X, Y ] = (x ⊠ (x ⊠ v), 0) − (0, (x ⊠ v) ⊠ v) = −(v, x) = −χ(x,v)
by the standard properties of the cross-product.
In summary, we have shown that dω and p∗ Ω coincide on the basis {χ, w1H , . . . , wnH , w1V , . . . , wnV }
of T(x,v) T 1 Hn+1 , and therefore the desired identity holds.

We get as an immediate consequence the closedness of the fundamental form Ω, a fact
whose proof has been deferred from Section 2.3.
Corollary 5.5. The fundamental form Ω = G(·, J·) is closed.
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Proof. Using Proposition 5.4 we have
p∗ (dΩ) = d(p∗ Ω) = d(dω) = 0 .
Since p is surjective, it follows that dΩ = 0.



5.3. Lagrangian immersions. We have now all the ingredients to relate the Gauss maps of
immersed hypersurfaces in Hn+1 with the Lagrangian condition for the symplectic geometry
of G(Hn+1 ).
Corollary 5.6. Given an oriented manifold M n and an immersion σ : M → Hn+1 ,
Gσ : M → G(Hn+1 ) is a Lagrangian immersion.
Proof. By Proposition 5.2, the pull-back by Gσ of the principal R-bundle p is flat because
bσ = ζσ : M → T 1 Hn+1 orthogonal to χ such that Gσ = p ◦ G
b σ . Hence
there exists G
∗
∗
b
b
(Gσ ) dω vanishes identically and Gσ induces a flat section of Gσ p. But by Proposition 5.4,
bσ )∗ dω = (G
bσ )∗ (p∗ Ω) = (Gσ )∗ Ω, therefore Gσ is Lagrangian.
(G

Observe that in Corollary 5.6 we only use the flatness property of Proposition 5.2, and
not the triviality of the pull-back principal bundle. When M is simply connected, we can
partially reverse Corollary 5.6, showing that the Lagrangian condition is essentially the only
local obstruction.
Corollary 5.7. Given an orientable simply connected manifold M n and a Lagrangian immersion G : M → G(Hn+1 ), there exists an immersion ζ : M → T 1 Hn+1 orthogonal to the
fibers of p such that G = p ◦ ζ. Moreover, if π ◦ ζ : M → Hn+1 is an immersion, then G
coincides with its Gauss map.
Proof. Since G is Lagrangian, by Proposition 5.2 the G-pull-back bundle of p is flat, and
it is therefore a trivial flat bundle since M is simply connected. Hence it admits a global
flat section, which provides the map ζ : M → T 1 Hn+1 orthogonal to χ. Assuming moreover

that σ := π ◦ ζ is an immersion, by Proposition 3.3, G = p ◦ ζ is the Gauss map of σ.
Clearly the map ζ is not uniquely determined, and the different choices differ by the
action of ϕt . Lemma 5.8, and the following corollary, show that (by post-composing with
ϕt if necessary) one can always find ζ such that π ◦ ζ is locally an immersion.
Lemma 5.8. Let M be a n-manifold and ζ : M → T 1 Hn+1 be an immersion orthogonal to
χ. Suppose that the differential of π ◦ ζ is singular at p ∈ M . Then there exists ǫ > 0 such
that the differential of π ◦ ϕt ◦ ζ at p is non-singular for all t ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ) \ {0}.
Proof. Let us denote ζt := ϕt ◦ ζ, σ := π ◦ ζ, and σt := π ◦ ζt . Assume also ζ(p) = (x, v). Let
{V1 , . . . , Vk } be a basis of the kernel of dp σ and let us complete it to a basis {V1 , . . . , Vn } of
Tp M . Hence if we denote wj := dp σ(Vj ) for j > k, {wk+1 , . . . , wn } is a basis of the image
of dp σ. Exactly as in the proof of Proposition 3.3, we have wk+1 , . . . , wn ∈ v ⊥ ⊂ Tx Hn+1 .
Hence we have:
V
H
V
H
V
dζ(V1 ) = uV
1 , . . . , dζ(Vk ) = uk , dζ(Vk+1 ) = wk+1 + uk+1 , . . . , dζ(Vn ) = wn + un

for some u1 , . . . , un ∈ v ⊥ .
On the one hand, since ζ is an immersion, u1 , . . . , uk are linearly independent. On the
other hand, ζ is orthogonal to χ, hence by Remark 5.3 we have ζ ∗ dω = 0. Using Equation
(33), it follows that:
gT 1 Hn+1 (dζ(Vi ), J ◦ dζ(Vj )) = 0
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for all i, j = 1, . . . n. Applying this to any choice of i ≤ k and j > k, we find hui , wj i = 0.
Hence {u1 , . . . , uk , wk+1 , . . . , wn } is a basis of v ⊥ .
We are now ready to prove the statement. By Equations (12) and (13), we have
dσt (Vi ) = dπ ◦ dϕt (uV
i ) = sinh(t)ui
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, while

dσt (Vj ) = dπ ◦ dϕt (wjH + uV
j ) = cosh(t)wj + sinh(t)uj

for k + 1 ≤ j ≤ n. The proof will be over if we show that {dσ(V1 ), . . . , dσ(Vn )} are linearly
independent for t ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ), t 6= 0. In light of the above expressions, dividing by sinh(t)
(which is not zero if t 6= 0) or cosh(t), this is equivalent to showing that
{u1 , . . . , uk , wk+1 + tanh(t)uk+1 , . . . , wn + tanh(t)un }
are linearly independent for small t. This is true because we have proved above that
{u1 , . . . , uk , wk+1 , . . . , wn } is a basis, and linear independence is an open condition.

Theorem 5.9. Let G : M n → G(Hn+1 ) be an immersion. Then G is Lagrangian if and only
if for all p ∈ M there exists a neighbourhood U of p and an immersion σ : U → Hn+1 such
that Gσ = G|U .
Proof. The “if” part follows from Corollary 5.6. Conversely, let U be a simply connected
neighbourhood of p. By Corollary 5.7, there exists an immersion ζ : U → T 1 Hn+1 orthogonal
to the fibers of p such that G = p ◦ ζ. If the differential of π ◦ ζ is non-singular at p, then,
up to restricting U , we can assume σ := π ◦ ζ is an immersion of U into Hn+1 . By the
second part of Corollary 5.7, G|U is the Gauss map of σ. If the differential of π ◦ ζ is instead
singular at p, by Lemma 5.8 it suffices to replace ζ by ζt for small t and we obtain the same
conclusion.

Let us now approach the problem of global integrability. We provide an example to show
that in general π ◦ ϕt ◦ ζ might fail to be globally an immersion for all t ∈ R, as we already
mentioned after Proposition 3.3.
Example 5.10. Let us construct a curve G : (−T, T ) → G(H2 ) with the property of being
locally integrable2 but not globally integrable.
Fix r > 0 and a maximal geodesic ℓ in H2 . Let us consider a smooth curve σ+ : (−ε, T ) →
2
H , for some small enough ε and big enough T , so that:
• σ+ is an immersion and is parameterized by arclength;
• (σ+ )|(−ε,ε) lies on the r-cap equidistant from ℓ, oriented in such a way that the
induced unit normal vector field (ν+ )|(−ε,ε) is directed towards ℓ;
• (σ+ )|(T0 ,T ) lies on the metric circle {x ∈ H2 | dH2 (x, x0 ) = r} for some x0 ∈ H2 and
some ε < T0 < T , oriented in such a way that the induced unit normal vector field
(ν+ )|(T0 ,T ) is directed towards x0 .
See Figure 9. By a simple computation, for instance using Equation (29), the curva1
on (T0 , T ). Hence by the intermediate
ture of σ+ equals tanh(r) on (−ε, ε) and tanh(r)
value theorem, the image of the curvature function k : (−ε, T ) → R contains the interval
1
[tanh(r), tanh(r)
]. An important consequence of this observation is that (σ+ )t fails to be an
2As a matter of fact, any curve in G(H2 ) is locally integrable by Theorem 5.9, since the domain is simply

connected and it is trivially Lagrangian. However, in this example, we will see by construction that G is
locally integrable.
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x0
σ−

ν+

ℓ

y0
σ+

σ+

Figure 9. On the left, the construction of the curve σ+ , which is an
arclenght parameterization of a portion of r-cap equidistant from ℓ for
s ∈ (−ε, ε), and of a circle of radius r for s ∈ (T0 , T ). On the right, the
curve σ− whose image is obtained by an order-two elliptic isometry from
the image of σ+ .
immersion when t ≥ r. More precisely, if we denote ζσ+ the lift to T 1 H2 as usual, using
Equation (8) analogously as for Equation (26), we obtain that:
d(π ◦ ϕt ◦ ζσ+ )(V ) = (cosh(t) − sinh(t)k)dσ(V ) .
This shows that the differential of π ◦ ϕt ◦ ζσ+ at a point s ∈ (−ε, T ) vanishes if and only if
tanh(t) =

1
.
k(s)

(34)

1
], if t ≥ r then there
Since the image of the function k contains the interval [tanh(r), tanh(r)
exists s such that (34) is satisfied and therefore π ◦ ϕt ◦ ζσ+ is not an immersion at s.
Now, let y0 ∈ ℓ be the point at distance r from σ+ (0) and let R0 : H2 → H2 be the
symmetry at y0 , i.e. R0 is the isometry of H2 such that R0 (y0 ) = y0 and dy0 R0 = −id.
Define σ− : (−T, ε) → H2 as
σ− (s) := R0 (σ+ (−s)).

As a result, the normal vector field ν− of σ− is such that dR0 (ν+ (s)) = −ν− (−s) and the
1
, −tanh(r)]. Hence (σ− )t fails to be
curvature of σ− takes any value in the interval [− tanh(r)
an immersion for t ≤ −r.
Finally, consider the two lifts ζσ+ and ζσ− in T 1 H2 . By construction one has that for all
s ∈ (−ε, ε)
ϕr ◦ ζσ+ (s) = ϕ−r ◦ ζσ− (s).
As a result, we can define our counterexample ζ : (−T, T ) → T 1 H2 as
(
if s > −ε
ϕr ◦ ζσ+ (s)
ζ(s) =
.
ϕ−r ◦ ζσ− (s) if s < ε

By construction, we have that p ◦ ζσ+ = p ◦ ζ|(−ε,T ) and p ◦ ζσ− = p ◦ ζ|(−T,ε) , therefore
p ◦ ζ is an immersion into G(H2 ) and clearly it is locally integrable. However, by the above
discussion, π ◦ ϕt ◦ ζ fails to be an immersion for every t ∈ R: for t ≥ 0 because π ◦ ϕt ◦ ζσ+
has vanishing differential at some s ≥ −ε, and for t ≤ 0 because the differential of π ◦ ϕt ◦ ζσ−
vanishes at some s ≤ ε. See Figure 10.
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x0
y0
π◦ζ
R0(x0)

Figure 10. The curve ζ : (−T, T ) → T 1 H2 projects to a map π ◦ ζ into
H2 which is not an immersion, because it is constantly equal to x0 for
s ∈ (T0 , T ) and to R0 (x0 ) for s ∈ (−T, −T0). Moreover the curvature of
the regular part takes all the values in (−∞, +∞). For this reason, each
immersion ϕt ◦ ζ into T 1 H2 does not project to an immersion in H2 .
Corollary 5.7 and Theorem 5.9 can be improved under the additional assumption that
the immersion G is Riemannian. More precisely, we provide an improved characterization of
immersions into G(Hn+1 ) that are Gauss maps of immersions with small principal curvatures
in terms of the Lagrangian and Riemannian condition, again for when M is simply connected.
Theorem 5.11. Given a simply connected manifold M n and an immersion G : M n →
G(Hn+1 ), G is Riemannian and Lagrangian if and only if there exists an immersion σ : M →
Hn+1 with small principal curvatures such that Gσ = G.
If in addition σ is complete, then it is a proper embedding, Gσ is an embedding and M is
diffeomorphic to Rn .
Proof. We know from Corollary 5.6 and Proposition 4.2 that the Riemannian and Lagrangian
conditions on G are necessary. To see that they are also sufficient, by Corollary 5.7 there
exists ζ : M → G(Hn+1 ) orthogonal to the fibers of p such that p◦ζ = G. We claim that π ◦ζ
is an immersion, which implies that G = Gσ for σ = π ◦ ζ by the second part of Corollary
5.7. Indeed, if X ∈ Tp M is such that dζ(X) ∈ Vζ(x) = ker(dπζ(x) ), then dζ(X) = wV
for some w ∈ Tσ(p) Hn+1 . Hence by Definition 2.2 and the construction of the metric G,
G(X, X) = −hw, wi ≤ 0: since G is Riemannian, necessarily w = 0 and therefore X = 0.
By Proposition 4.2 σ has small principal curvatures. The “in addition” part follows by

Proposition 4.15 and Proposition 4.16.
As another consequence of Proposition 4.15 and Proposition 4.16, we obtain the following
result.
Theorem 5.12. Let M n be a manifold. If G : M → G(Hn+1 ) is a complete Riemannian and
Lagrangian immersion, then M is diffeomorphic to Rn and there exists a proper embedding
σ : M → Hn+1 with small principal curvatures such that G = Gσ .
f, obtaining a Riemannian and Lagrangian
Proof. Let us lift G to the universal cover M
n+1
e is the Gauss map
e
f
immersion G : M → G(H
) which is still complete. By Theorem 5.11, G
of an immersion σ with small principal curvatures. We claim that σ is complete. Indeed
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e which is complete by hypothesis, equals
by Equation (24) the first fundamental form of G,
I − III, hence it is complete since III is positive semi-definite.
e is injective. Hence M
f = M and G
e = G, and
It follows from Proposition 4.16 that G
therefore G is the Gauss map of σ, which is complete. By the “in addition” part of Theorem
5.11, σ is properly embedded and M is diffeomorphic to Rn .

In summary, the Lagrangian condition is essentially the only local obstruction to realizing
an immersion G : M → G(Hn+1 ) as the Gauss map of an immersion into Hn+1 , up to the
subtlety that this might be an immersion only when lifted to T 1 Hn+1 . This subtlety however
never occurs in the small principal curvatures case. In the remainder of the paper, we will
discuss the problem of characterizing immersions into G(Hn+1 ) which are Gauss maps of
equivariant immersions into Hn+1 with small principal curvatures.
6. Equivariant integrability: the Maslov class
In this section, we provide the first characterization of equivariant immersions in G(Hn+1 )
which arise as the Gauss maps of equivariant immersions in Hn+1 , in the Riemannian case.
This is the content of Theorem 6.5. We first try to motivate the problem, introduce the
obstruction, namely the Maslov class, and study some of its properties. See for instance
[Ars00] for a discussion on the Maslov class in more general settings.
6.1. Motivating examples. Given an n-manifold M , a representation ρ : π1 (M ) →
f → Hn+1 , it is immediate to see that
Isom(Hn+1 ), and a ρ-equivariant immersion σ
e : M
n+1
f
the Gauss map Gσe : M → G(H
) is ρ-equivariant (recall also Remark 2.6). Moreover, if
σ
e has small principal curvatures, it follows from the discussion of the previous sections that
Gσe is a Lagrangian and Riemannian immersion.
However, a ρ-equivariant Lagrangian immersion (even with the additional assumptions
of being Riemannian and being an embedding) does not always arise as the Gauss map
associated to a ρ-equivariant immersion in Hn+1 , as the following simple example shows for
n = 1.
Example 6.1. Let us construct a coordinate system for a portion of G(H2 ). Let γ : R → H2
be a geodesic parameterized by arclength, and let us define a map Ψ : R × (0, π) → G(H2 ) by
defining Ψ(t, θ) as the oriented geodesic that intersects γ at γ(t) with an angle θ (measured
counterclockwise with respect to the standard orientation of H2 ). We can lift Ψ to a map
b : R × (0, π) → T 1 H2 , which will however not be orthogonal to the fibers of the projection
Ψ
T 1 H2 → G(H2 ). The lift is simply defined as
b θ) = (γ(t), cos(θ)γ ′ (t) + sin(θ)w) ,
Ψ(t,

where w is the vector forming an angle π2 with γ ′ (t). We omitted the dependence of w on t
since, in the hyperboloid model, w is actually a constant vector in R2,1 .
Let us compute the pull-back of the metric G on G(H2 ) by the map Ψ. We have already
observed in Example 3.9 that the restriction of G on the image of θ 7→ Ψ(t0 , θ) is minus
b (t,θ) (∂θ ) = (0, w) is in the vertical
the standard metric of S1 . Indeed in this simple case, dΨ
0
subspace V and by Definition 2.2 its squared norm is −1. On the other hand, since the
vector field cos(θ)γ ′ (t) + sin(θ)w is parallel along γ, when we differentiate in t we obtain, by
applying the definition of horizontal lift:
b (t,θ) (∂t ) = cos(θ)(γ ′ (t))H + sin(θ)wH .
dΨ

(35)
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1 2
⊥
b (t,θ) (∂t ) in T b
Moreover, Equation (35) gives the decomposition of dΨ
Ψ(t,θ) T H = Span(χ) ⊕ χ
as in Equation (9), since the first term is a multiple of the generator of the geodesic flow,
and the second term is in H0 . This shows, by definition of the metric G, that dΨ(t,θ) (∂t )
has squared norm sin2 (θ) and that dΨ(t,θ) (∂t ) and dΨ(t,θ) (∂θ ) are orthogonal. In conclusion,
we have showed:
Ψ∗ G = −dθ2 + sin2 (θ)dt2 .
f → G(H2 )
We are now ready to produce our example of ρ-equivariant embedding G : M
1 f
which is not ρ-integrable. Consider M = S , M = R, and the representation ρ : Z →

Isom(H2 ) which is a hyperbolic translation along γ. The induced action on G(H2 ) preserves
the image of Ψ and its generator acts on the (t, θ)-coordinates simply by (t, θ) 7→ (t + c, θ).
Hence the map
G : R → G(H2 )
G(s) = Ψ(s, θ0 )

for some constant θ0 ∈ (0, π) is a ρ-equivariant Riemannian embedding by the above expression of Ψ∗ G. Of course the Lagrangian condition is trivially satisfied since n = 1. By
Theorem 5.11 G coincides with the Gauss map Gσ associated to some embedding σ : R → H2
with small curvature. It is easy to see that any such embedding σ is not ρ-equivariant unless
θ0 = π2 , see Figure 11.

Figure 11. On the left, the family of geodesics forming a fixed angle θ
with the horizontal geodesic (in the Poincaré disc model of H2 ). On the
right, the metric −dθ2 + sin2 (θ)dt2 represents a portion of Anti-de Sitter
space of dimension 2. Here are pictured some lines defined by θ = c, in the
projective model of Anti-de Sitter space.
We also briefly provide an example of a locally integrable, but not globally integrable
f this
immersion in G(H3 ) for M not simply connected (lifting to the universal cover M
corresponds to ρ being the trivial representation). This example in particular motivates
Corollary 6.6, which is a direct consequence of Theorem 6.5.
Example 6.2. First, let us consider a totally geodesic plane P in H3 and an annulus A
contained in P. Let c : Ae → A be the universal covering. Then c is an immersion in H3
with small principal curvatures (in fact, totally geodesic), and is clearly not injective. See
Figure 12 on the left. Of course, in light of Proposition 4.15, this is possible because the
immersion c is not complete.
Now, let us deform A in the following way. We cut A along a geodesic segment s ⊂ P to
obtain a rectangle R having two (opposite) geodesic sides, say r1 and r2 . Then we deform
such rectangle to get an immersion c′ : R → H3 , so that one geodesic side remains unchanged
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(say c′ (r1 ) = s), while the other side r2 is mapped to an r-cap equidistant from P, for small
r, in such a way that it projects to s under the normal evolution. We can also arrange c so
that a neighbourhood of r1 is mapped to P, while a neighbourhood of r2 is mapped to the
r-cap equidistant from P. See Figure 12 on the right.
By virtue of this construction, the Gauss map of c′ coincides on the edges r1 and r2 of R,
and therefore induces an immersion G′ : A → G(H3 ). Clearly G′ is locally integrable, but
not globally integrable. In other words, the lift to the universal cover of G′ is a ρ-equivariant
e to G(H3 ) which is not ρ-integrable, for ρ the trivial representation.
immersion of A

Figure 12. On the left, a totally geodesic annulus A in a plane P. On
the right, an embedded rectangle with the property that a neighbourhood
of one side lies in P, while a neighbourhood of the opposite side lies on an
r-cap equidistant from P. Such rectangle induces an embedding of A in
G(H3 ) which is locally, but not globally, integrable.
Motivated by the previous examples, we introduce the relevant definition for our problem.
Definition 6.3. Given an n-manifold M and a representation ρ : π1 (M ) → Isom(Hn+1 ),
f → G(Hn+1 ) is ρ-integrable if there exists a ρ-equivariant
a ρ-equivariant immersion G : M
n+1
f→H
immersion σ
e: M
whose Gauss map is G.
6.2. Maslov class. Let us now introduce the obstruction which will permit us to classify
ρ-integrable Lagrangian immersions under the Riemannian assumption, namely the Maslov
f → G(Hn+1 ) be a Riemannian immersion. The second
class. For this purpose, let G : M
fundamental form of G is a symmetric bilinear form on M with values in the normal bundle
of G, defined as
II(V, W ) = (DG∗ V (G∗ W ))⊥

for vector fields V, W , where D denotes the ambient Levi-Civita connection of G and ⊥ the
projection to the normal subspace of G. One can prove that II(V, W ) is a tensor, i.e. that it
depends on the value of V and W pointwise. The mean curvature is then
1
H = trI II ,
n
that is, it is the trace of II with respect to the first fundamental form I of G, and is therefore
a section of the normal bundle of G.
f given by G∗ (Ω(H, ·)). It will follow from Proposition 6.7
Consider now the 1-form on M
(see Corollary 6.9) that this is a closed 1-form. Since Isom(Hn+1 ) acts by automorphisms of
the para-Kähler manifold (G(Hn+1 ), G, J, Ω), if G is ρ-equivariant, then the form G∗ (Ω(H, ·))
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is π1 (M )-invariant: as a result, it defines a well-posed closed 1-form on M . Its cohomology
class is the so-called Maslov class:
Definition 6.4. Given an n-manifold M , a representation ρ : π1 (M ) → Isom(Hn+1 ) and a
f → G(Hn+1 ), the Maslov class
ρ-equivariant Lagrangian and Riemannian immersion G : M
of G is the cohomology class
1
µG := [G∗ (Ω(H, ·))] ∈ HdR
(M ) .

The main result of this section is the following, and it will be deduced as a consequence
of Theorem 6.14.
Theorem 6.5. Given an orientable n-manifold M and a representation ρ : π1 (M ) → Isom(Hn+1 ),
f → G(Hn+1 ) is ρ-integrable if
a ρ-equivariant Riemannian and Lagrangian immersion G : M
1
and only if µG = 0 in HdR (M ).

We immediately obtain the following characterization of global integrability for π1 (M ) 6=
{1}.
Corollary 6.6. Given an orientable n-manifold M and an immersion G : M → G(Hn+1 ),
G is the Gauss map of an immersion σ : M → Hn+1 of small principal curvatures if and
1
only if G is Riemannian and Lagrangian and µG = 0 in HdR
(M ).

Proof. Denote ρ the trivial representation. Given G : M → G(Hn+1 ), precomposing with the
e:M
f → G(Hn+1 ) which is ρ-equivariant.
universal covering map we obtain an immersion G
e
f → Hn+1 by Theorem 5.11. Then
Observe that G is the Gauss map of some immersion σ
e:M
n+1
G is the Gauss map of some immersion in H
if and only if σ
e descends to the quotient
M , i.e. it is ρ-integrable. Hence this is equivalent to the vanishing of the Maslov class by

Theorem 6.5.
6.3. Mean curvature of Gauss maps. Recall that, given an embedding σ : M → Hn+1
with small principal curvatures, we introduced in (27) the function fσ : M → R which is the
mean of the hyperbolic arctangents of the principal curvatures of σ. This function is strictly
related to the mean curvature of the Gauss map of σ, as in the following proposition.
Proposition 6.7. Let M n be an oriented manifold, σ : M → Hn+1 an embedding with small
principal curvatures, and Gσ : M → G(Hn+1 ) its Gauss map. Then
!
n
1X
∗
arctanhλi ,
Gσ (Ω(H, ·)) = d(fσ ) = d
n i=1
where λ1 , . . . , λn denote the principal curvatures of σ.

The essential step in the proof of Proposition 6.7 is the following computation for the
mean curvature vector of the Gauss map Gσ :
H = −J(dGσ (∇fσ )) ,

(36)

where ∇ denotes the gradient with respect to the first fundamental form I of Gσ . Indeed,
once Equation (36) is established, Proposition 6.7 follows immediately since
Ω(H, dGσ (V )) = −G(J(H), dGσ (V )) = G(dGσ (∇fσ ), dGσ (V )) = dfσ (V ) .

The computations leading to Equation (36) will be done in T 1 Hn+1 equipped with the
metric b
gT 1 Hn+1 defined in Remark 2.8, which is the restriction of the flat pseudo-Riemannian
metric (20) of Rn+1,1 × Rn+1,1 to T 1 Hn+1 , seen as a submanifold as in (5). This approach is
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actually very useful: the Levi-Civita connection of b
gT 1 Hn+1 on T 1 Hn+1 , that we denote by
b
D, will be just the normal projection of the flat connection d of Rn+1,1 × Rn+1,1 to T 1 Hn+1 .
Indeed, the following lemma will be useful to compute the Levi-Civita connection D of
G(Hn+1 ). Given a vector X ∈ Tℓ G(Hn+1 ) and (x, v) ∈ p−1 (ℓ), we define the horizontal lift
e ∈ T(x,v) T 1 Hn+1 such that
of X at (x, v) as the unique vector X
e ∈ χ⊥
X
(x,v)

e =X .
dp(X)

and

(37)

e
For a vector field X on an open set U of G(Hn+1 ), we will also refer to the vector field X
−1
on p (U ), defined by the conditions (37), as the horizontal lift of the vector field X.

Lemma 6.8. Given two vector fields X, Y on

G,

b e Ye )
DX Y = dp(D
X

Proof. By the well-known characterization of the Levi-Civita connection, it is sufficient to
b e Ye ) is a well-posed linear connection which is
prove that the expression AX Y := dp(D
X
torsion-free and compatible with the metric of G. We remark that this is not obvious
because, although the metric of G is the restriction of the metric gbT 1 Hn+1 to χ⊥ , there is no
flat section of the bundle projection p : T 1 Hn+1 → G(Hn+1 ), hence G(Hn+1 ) cannot be seen
as an isometrically embedded submanifold of T 1 Hn+1 .
b e Ye ) does not depend on the
First, observe that the expression (AX Y )|ℓ = (d(x,v) p)(D
X
choice of the point (x, v) ∈ p−1 (ℓ). Indeed, given two points (x1 , v1 ) and (x2 , v2 ) in p−1 (ℓ),
there exists t such that (x2 , v2 ) = ϕt (x1 , v1 ). By a small adaptation of Lemma 2.3, the
geodesic flow ϕt acts by isometries of the metric gbT 1 Hn+1 (see also Remarks 2.7 and 2.8),
e and Ye and the Levi-Civita connection D.
b
hence it also preserves the horizontal lifts X
n+1
b
e
Hence dp(DXe Y ) = AX Y is a well-defined vector field on G(H
) whose horizontal lift is
b e Ye to χ⊥ .
the projection of D
X

We check that A is a linear connection. It is immediate to check the additivity in X and
Y . Moreover we have the C ∞ -linearity in X since:




b
e = dp (f ◦ p)D̂ e Ye = f (AX Y ) ,
Af X Y = dp D
eY
(f ◦p)X
X
and the Leibnitz rule in Y , for:


b e Ye = ∂X f Y + f (AX Y ) .
AX (f Y ) = dp ∂Xe (f ◦ p) Ye + (f ◦ p)D
X
The connection

A is torsion-free:

b e Ye ) − dp(D
b e X)
e = dp([X,
e Ye ]) = [X, Y ] .
AX Y − AY X = dp(D
X
Y

Finally, we show that

A is compatible with the metric G:

e
^
^
gT 1 Hn+1 (Ye , A
G(AX Y, Z) + G(Y, AX Z) = bgT 1 Hn+1 (A
X Y , Z) + b
X Z) =
b e Ye , Z)
e +b
b e Z)
e =
=b
gT 1 Hn+1 (D
gT 1 Hn+1 (Ye , D
X
X

e = ∂X (G(Y, Z)) ,
= ∂Xe (b
gT 1 Hn+1 (Ye , Z))

where in the first line we used the definition of G, and in the second line the fact that the
b e Ye . 
horizontal lift of AX Y is the orthogonal projection (with kernel spanned by χ) of D
X
We are now ready to provide the proof of Proposition 6.7.

Proof of Proposition 6.7. As already observed after Equation (36), it suffices to prove that
H = −J(dGσ (∇fσ )). So we shall compute the mean curvature vector of Gσ in G(Hn+1 ). For
this purpose, let {e1 , . . . , en } be a local frame on M which is orthonormal with respect to
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the first fundamental form I = G∗σ G. To simplify the notation, let us denote ǫi := dGσ (ei ).
Then {Jǫ1 , . . . , Jǫn } is an orthonormal basis for the normal bundle of Gσ , on which the
metric G is negative definite since Gσ is Riemannian. The mean curvature vector can be
computed as:
n

H=

n

n

n

n

1X
1 XX
1 XX
II(ǫi , ǫi ) = −
G(II(ǫi , ǫi ), Jǫk )Jǫk = −
G(Dǫi ǫi , Jǫk )Jǫk ,
n i=1
n i=1
n i=1
k=1

k=1

where in the last equality we used that II(V, W ) is the normal projection of DV W .
Let us now apply this expression to a particular I-orthonormal frame {e1 , . . . , en } obtained
in the following way. Pick a local I-orthogonal frame on M of eigenvectors for the shape
operator B of σ, and normalize each of them so as to have unit norm for I. Hence each ei
is an eigenvector of B, whose corresponding eigenvalue λi are the principal curvatures of σ.
We claim that, with this choice, G(Dǫi ǫi , Jǫk ) = d(arctanhλi )(ek ). This will conclude the
proof, for
!
!
n X
n
n
X
X
1
H= J
d(arctanhλi )(ek )ǫk = J
∂ek fσ dGσ (ek ) = J(dGσ (∇fσ ))) .
n
i=1
k=1

k=1

To show the claim, we will first use Lemma 6.8 to get

b eǫ e
G(Dǫi ǫi , Jǫk ) = bgT 1 Hn+1 (D
ǫ , Je
ǫk ) ,
i i

b is the Levi-Civita connection of gbT 1 Hn+1 and e
where D
ǫi is the horizontal lift of ǫi . As in
Equation (22), we can write
dζσ (ei ) = (dσ(ei ), −λi dσ(ei ))

b is the normal projection with respect to the metric (20)
and the Levi-Civita connection D
n+1,1
of the flat connection d of R
× Rn+1,1 . Hence we can compute:

G(Dǫi ǫi , Jǫk ) = −λk hddσ(ei ) dσ(ei ), dσ(ek )i + λi hddσ(ei ) dσ(ei ), dσ(ek )i + ∂ei λi hdσ(ei ), dσ(ek )i
= (λi − λk ) I(∇ei ei , ek ) + (∂ei λi ) I(ei , ek ) .

We recall that g denotes the first fundamental form of σ, and ∇ its Levi-Civita connection,
and in the last equality we used that the Levi-Civita connection of Hn+1 is the projection
to the hyperboloid in Minkowski space Rn+1,1 of the ambient flat connection.
Now, when i = k we obtained the desired result:
∂ λ
G(Dǫi ǫi , Jǫi ) = ei i2 = d(arctanhλi )(ei )
1 − λi
since ei is a unit vector for the metric I, hence using the expression I = I − III from Equation
(24) its squared norm for the metric I is (1 − λ2i )−1 . When i 6= k, the latter term disappears
since {e1 , . . . , en } is an orthogonal frame for g, and we are thus left with showing that
(λi − λk ) I(∇ei ei , ek ) = d(arctanhλi )(ek ) .
For this purpose, using the compatibility of ∇ with the metric, namely ∂ei (I(ei , ek )) =
I(∇ei ei , ek ) + I(ei , ∇ei ek ), that I(ei , ek ) = 0, and that ∇ is torsion-free, we get:
(λi −λk ) I(∇ei ei , ek ) = −(λi −λk ) I(ei , ∇ei ek ) = λk I(ei , ∇ei ek )−λi I(ei , ∇ek ei )−λi I(ei , [ei , ek ]) .
Now, recall that the Codazzi equation for σ is d∇ B = 0. Applying it to the vector fields
ei and ek , we obtain
d∇ B(ei , ek ) = ∇ei (λk ek ) − ∇ek (λi ei ) − B([ei , ek ]) = 0,
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from which we derive
λk ∇ei ek − λi ∇ek ei = (∂ek λi )ei − (∂ei λk )ek + B([ei , ek ]) .

(38)

Using Equation (38) in the previous expression, we finally obtain:
(λi − λk ) I(∇ei ei , ek ) =(∂ek λi ) I(ei , ei ) − (∂ei λk ) I(ei , ek ) + I(ei , B[ei , ek ]) − I(B(ei ), [ei , ek ])
=

∂ek λi
= d(arctanhλi )(ek )
1 − λ2i

where the cancellations from the first to the second line are due to the fact that B is I-self
adjoint and that I(ei , ek ) = 0. This concludes the proof.

Corollary 6.9. Given an n-manifold M , a representation ρ : π1 (M ) → Isom(Hn+1 ) and a
f → G(Hn+1 ), the Maslov class
ρ-equivariant Lagrangian and Riemannian immersion G : M
1
µG is a well-defined cohomology class in HdR
(M, R).

Proof. By Theorem 5.11, G is the Gauss map of a (in general non equivariant) immersion
f → Hn+1 . By Proposition 6.7, the 1-form G∗ (Ω(H, ·)) on M
f is exact, and ρ-equivariant,
σ:M
hence it induces a closed 1-form on M whose cohomology class is µG as in Definition 6.4. 

6.4. Holonomy of flat principal bundles. An immediate consequence of Proposition
6.7 is that the vanishing of the Maslov class is a necessary condition for a ρ-equivariant
f → G(Hn+1 ) to be ρ-integrable (Definition
Lagrangian and Riemannian embedding G : M
n+1
f
6.3). Indeed, if σ
e:M →H
is a ρ-equivariant embedding with Gσe = G (hence necessarily
with small principal curvatures), then the function fσe descends to a well-defined function
on M , hence by Proposition 6.7 G∗ (Ω(H, ·)) is an exact 1-form, i.e. the Maslov class µGσe
vanishes. We will now see that this condition is also sufficient, which will be a consequence
of a more general result, Theorem 6.14.
f → G(Hn+1 ) be a ρ-equivariant Lagrangian and Riemannian embedding. We
Let G : M
f of p : T 1 Hn+1 → G(Hn+1 ) is a
have already used that the G-pull-back bundle e
pG : Pe → M
f
flat trivial R-principal bundle over M , namely, it is isomorphic, as a flat principal bundle, to
f× R → M
f with flat sections M
f × {∗}. Moreover, G being ρ-equivariant,
the trivial bundle M
the fundamental group π1 (M ) acts freely and properly discontinously on Pe, thus inducing
a flat R-principal bundle structure pG : P → M , where P is the quotient of Pe by the action
of π1 (M ). However the bundle pG : P → M is not trivial in general. The obstruction to
triviality is represented by the holonomy of the bundle, which can be defined, in our setting,
as follows.

Definition 6.10. Let P → M be a flat principal R-bundle that is isomorphic to the quotient
f× R → M
f by an equivariant (left) action of π1 (M ). The holonomy
of the trivial bundle M
representation is the representation hol : π1 (M ) → R such that the action of π1 (M ) is
expressed by:
α · (m, s) = (α · m, hol(α) + s) .
Remark 6.11. Fix p ∈ M and α a closed C 1 loop based at p. Then pick a horizontal lift α
b to
db
α
b = α. (The lift
the total space of pG , namely with dt orthogonal to the fibers, so that p ◦ α
is uniquely determined by its initial point in p−1
(p).)
It
follows
from
Definition
6.10 that
G
holG (α) · α
b(1) = α
b(0).

In the identification π1 (M ) = π1 (M, [p]), this allows to give an alternative definition of holG
through homotopy classes of closed paths in M .
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Remark 6.12. We remark that in general, for flat principal G-bundles, the holonomy representation is only defined up to conjugacy, but in out case G = R is abelian and therefore
hol is uniquely determined by the isomorphism class of the flat principal bundle.
Also observe that, since R is abelian, holG induces a map from H1 (M, Z) to R, where
H1 (M, Z) is the first homology group of M and we are using that there is a canonical
isomorphism between H1 (M, Z) and the abelianization of the fundamental group of M in a
point. Equivalently, holG is identified to an element of H 1 (M, R).
We can interpret the holonomy of the principal bundle pG in terms of the geometry of
f correspond to Riemannian
Hn+1 . Global flat sections of the trivial bundle e
pG : Pe → M
1
n+1
f→T H
embeddings ζ : M
as in Corollaries 5.6 and 5.7. By Theorem 5.11, such a ζ is
1 n+1
f → Hn+1 with small principal curvatures.
the lift to T H
of an embedding σ : M
Now, let α ∈ π1 (M ). By equivariance of G, namely G ◦ α = ρ(α) ◦ G, it follows that
f → T 1 Hn+1 provides another flat section of
p ◦ ζ ◦ α = p ◦ ρ(α) ◦ ζ, hence ρ(α) ◦ ζ ◦ α−1 : M
the pull-back bundle e
pG . Therefore there exists tα ∈ R such that
ϕtα ◦ ζ = ρ(α) ◦ ζ ◦ α−1 .

(39)

Then the value tα is precisely the holonomy of the quotient bundle pG , namely the group
representation
holG : π1 (M ) → R
holG (α) = tα

A direct consequence of this discussion is the following:

Lemma 6.13. Given an n-manifold M and a representation ρ : π1 (M ) → Isom(Hn+1 ), a
f → G(Hn+1 ) is ρ-integrable if
ρ-equivariant Lagrangian and Riemannian embedding G : M
and only if the R-principal flat bundle pG is trivial.

Proof. The bundle pG is trivial if and only if its holonomy holG vanishes identically, that is,
if and only if tα = 0 for every α ∈ π1 (M ). By the above construction, this is equivalent to
the condition that ζ ◦ α = ρ(α) ◦ ζ for all α, which is equivalent to σ ◦ α = ρ(α) ◦ σ, namely
that σ is ρ-equivariant.

We are ready to prove the following.
Theorem 6.14. Given an n-manifold M , a representation ρ : π1 (M ) → Isom(Hn+1 ) and a
f → G(Hn+1 ), the holonomy of
ρ-equivariant Lagrangian and Riemannian embedding G : M
pG is given by
Z
µG .

holG (α) =

α

for all α ∈ π1 (M ).

Observe that Theorem 6.5 follows immediately from Theorem 6.14 since, by the standard
de Rham Theorem, there exists an isomorphism
∼

1
HdR
(M, R) −
→ H 1 (M, R)

Z 
η 7→ ξ 7→ η ,
ξ

hence holG ≡ 0 if and only if µG = 0.

f → T 1 Hn+1 be a map such that p ◦ ζ = G, so as to
Proof of Theorem 6.14. Let ζ : M
induce a global section of the pull-back bundle e
pG . Then by Equation (39) the holonomy
tα = holG (α) satisfies ϕtα ◦ ζ ◦ α = ρ(α) ◦ ζ. By Proposition 3.5, this gives the following
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equivariance relation for σ = π ◦ ζ:
(σ ◦ α)tα = ρ(α) ◦ σ .
Let now fσ denote the mean of the hyperbolic arctangents of the principal curvatures, as in
Equation (27). Lemma 4.5 and the fact that ρ(α) acts isometrically imply:
fσ◦α = fσ + tα .
Now, by Proposition 6.7 and the definition of the Maslov class, we have:
Z
Z
dfσ = fσ (α(p)) − fσ (p) = tα
µG =
α

α

for any point p ∈ M . This concludes the proof.



6.5. Minimal Lagrangian immersions. We prove here two direct corollaries of Theorem
6.5. Let us first recall the definition of minimal Lagrangian (Riemannian) immersions.
Definition 6.15. A Riemannian immersion of an n-manifold into G(Hn+1 ) is minimal Lagrangian if:
• its mean curvature vector vanishes identically;
• it is Lagrangian with respect to the symplectic form Ω.
Our first corollary is essentially a consequence of Theorem 6.5.
Corollary 6.16. Let M n be a closed orientable manifold and ρ : π1 (M ) → Isom(Hn+1 ) a
f → G(Hn+1 ) is a ρ-equivariant Riemannian minimal Lagrangian
representation. If G : M
f → Hn+1 with
immersion, then G is the Gauss map of a ρ-equivariant embedding σ
e : M
small principal curvatures such that
n

fσe =

1X
arctanhλi = 0 .
n i=1

In particular, ρ is a nearly-Fuchsian representation and G is an embedding.
We remark that if n = 2, then the condition fσe = 0 is equivalent to λ1 + λ2 = 0 since
arctanh is an odd and injective function. That is, in this case σ
e is a minimal embedding in
H3 .

Proof. Suppose G is a ρ-equivariant minimal Lagrangian immersion. Since its mean curvature vector vanishes identically, we have µG = 0 and therefore G is ρ-integrable by Theorem
f → Hn+1 such that G = Gσe . By
6.5. That is, there exists a ρ-equivariant immersion σ
e:M
Proposition 4.2, σ
e has small principal curvatures, hence ρ is nearly-Fuchsian. By Proposition
6.7, we have that fσe is constant. By Lemma 4.5, up to taking the normal evolution, we can
find σ
e such that fσe vanishes identically.
Finally, σ
e is complete by cocompactness, and therefore both σ
e and G are embeddings by

Proposition 4.15 and Proposition 4.16.
The following is a uniqueness result for ρ-equivariant minimal Lagrangian immersions.

Corollary 6.17. Given a closed orientable manifold M n and a representation ρ : π1 (M ) →
Isom(Hn+1 ), there exists at most one ρ-equivariant Riemannian minimal Lagrangian immerf → G(Hn+1 ) up to reparametrization. If such a G exists, then ρ is nearly-Fuchsian
sion G : M
and G induces a minimal Lagrangian embedding of M in Gρ .
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Proof. Suppose that G and G′ are ρ-equivariant minimal Lagrangian immersions. By Corolf → Hn+1 with small principal cure, σ
e′ : M
lary 6.16, there exist ρ-equivariant embeddings σ
vatures such that G = Gσe and G′ = Gσe′ , with fσe = fσe′ = 0. Moreover, G and G′ induce
embeddings in Gρ by Corollary 4.24.
By Remark 4.22, both σ and σ ′ induce embeddings of M in the nearly-Fuchsian manifold
n+1
H 
′
ρ(π1 (M )); let us denote with Σ and Σ the corresponding images. We claim that
Σ = Σ′ , which implies the uniqueness in the statement.
To see this, consider the signed distance from Σ, which is a proper function
n+1
r : H ρ(π (M )) → R .
1

Since Σ′ is closed, r|Σ′ admits a maximum value rmax achieved at some point xmax ∈ Σ′ .
This means that at the point xmax , Σ′ is tangent to a hypersurface Σrmax at signed distance
rmax from Σ, and Σ′ is contained in the side of Σrmax where r is decreasing. This implies
that, if B ′ denotes the shape operator of Σ′ and Brmax that of Σrmax , both computed with
respect to the unit normal vector pointing to the side of increasing r, then Brmax − B ′ is
positive semi-definite at xmax .
Let us now denote by λ1 , . . . , λn the eigenvalues of Brmax and λ′1 , . . . , λ′n those of B ′ . Let
us moreover assume that λ1 ≤ . . . ≤ λn and similarly for the λ′i . By Weyl’s monotonicity
theorem, λi ≥ λ′i at xmax for i = 1, . . . , n. Since arctanh is a monotone increasing function,
this implies that
n
n
X
X
arctanhλ′i (xmax ) .
arctanhλi (xmax ) ≥
i=1

i=1

Since fσe′ = 0, the right-hand side vanishes. On the other hand, since fσe = 0, from Lemma
4.5 the left-hand side is identically equal to −rmax . Hence rmax ≤ 0. Repeating the same
argument replacing the maximum point of r on Σ′ by the minimum point, one shows rmin ≥
0. Hence r|Σ′ vanishes identically, which proves that Σ = Σ′ and thus concludes the proof.

7. Equivariant integrability: Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms
In this section we will provide the second characterization of ρ-integrability, in the case
of a nearly-Fuchsian representation ρ : π1 (M ) → Isom(Hn+1 ). We first introduce the terminology and state the result (Theorem 7.4); then we introduce the so-called Lagrangian Flux
map which will play a central role in the proof of Theorem 7.4.
7.1. Hamiltonian group and nearly-Fuchsian manifolds. We will restrict hereafter
f→
to the case of nearly-Fuchsian representations ρ : π1 (M ) → Isom(Hn+1 ). Let G : M
n+1
G(H
) be a ρ-integrable immersion as in Definition 6.3. Since ρ is nearly-Fuchsian, we
showed in Corollary 4.24 that G induces an embedded submanifold in the para-Kähler manifold Gρ , defined in Definition 4.23. This motivates the following definition in the spirit of
Definition 6.3.
Definition 7.1. Given a closed orientable n-manifold M and a nearly-Fuchsian representation ρ : π1 (M ) → Isom(Hn+1 ), an embedding M → Gρ is ρ-integrable if it is induced
f → G(Hn+1 ). Similarly, an embedded
in the quotient from a ρ-integrable embedding G : M
submanifold L ⊂ Gρ is ρ-integrable if it is the image of a ρ-integrable embedding.
Theorem 7.4 below gives a description of the set of ρ-integrable submanifolds L ⊂ Gρ
which are induced by immersions G with small principal curvatures. Clearly, as we have
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previously shown, a necessary condition on L is that of being Lagrangian and Riemannian.
To state the theorem, we need to recall the notion of Hamiltonian symplectomorphism.
Definition 7.2. Given a symplectic manifold (X , Ω), a compactly supported symplectomorphism Φ is Hamiltonian if there exists a compactly supported smooth function F• :
X × [0, 1] → R such that Φ = Φ1 , where Φs0 is the flow at time s0 of the (time-dependent)
vector field Xs defined by:
dFs = Ω(Xs , ·) .
(40)
The isotopy Φ• : X × [0, 1] → X is called Hamiltonian isotopy.

Remark 7.3. If Φ• is a Hamiltonian isotopy as in Definition 7.2, then Φs is a symplectomorphism for every s ∈ [0, 1]. Indeed
LXs Ω = ιXs dΩ + d(ιXs Ω) = 0
as a consequence of Cartan’s formula and Equation (40), and Φs is clearly Hamiltonian.
Compactly supported Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms form a group which we will denote by Hamc (X , Ω).
The aim of this section is to prove the following result.
Theorem 7.4. Let M be a closed orientable n-manifold, ρ : π1 (M ) → Isom(Hn+1 ) be a
nearly-Fuchsian representation and L ⊂ Gρ a Riemannian ρ-integrable submanifold. Then a
Riemannian submanifold L′ is ρ-integrable if and only if there exists Φ ∈ Hamc (Gρ , Ω) such
that Φ(L) = L′ .
Of course, although not stated in Theorem 7.4, both L and L′ are necessarily Lagrangian
as a consequence of Corollary 5.6.
7.2. The Lagrangian Flux. We shall now define the Flux map for Lagrangian submanifolds, which was introduced in [Sol13], and relate it to the holonomy of R-principal bundles.
Definition 7.5. Let (X , Ω) be a symplectic manifold and let Υ• : M × [0, 1] → X be a
smooth map such that each Υt is a Lagrangian embedding of M . Then we define:
Z 1
1
Flux(Υ• ) =
Υ∗s (Ω(Xs , ·))ds ∈ HdR
(M, R) ,
0

where

Xs0 (Υs0 (p)) =

d
ds

s=s0

Υs (p) ∈ TΥs0 (p) X .

Observe that by Cartan’s formula the integrand Υ∗s (Ω(Xs , ·)) is a closed 1-form for every
1
s, hence Flux(Υ• ) is well-defined as a cohomology class in HdR
(M, R).
Now, let L be a Lagrangian embedded submanifold in Gρ , which is induced by a ρf → G(Hn+1 ). Recall that in Section 6.4 we defined the principal
equivariant immersion G : M
R-bundle pG as the quotient of e
pG = G∗ p by the action of π1 (M ). Moreover in Theorem
6.14 we computed the holonomy
holG : π1 (M ) → R

of pG . The key relation between Lagrangian flux and holG is stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 7.6. Let M be a closed orientable n-manifold and ρ : π1 (M ) → Isom(Hn+1 ) be
a nearly-Fuchsian representation. If Υs is as in Definition 7.5 and Υ0 (M ) = L, Υ1 (M ) =
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Flux(Υ• ) .

α

In particular, Flux(Υ• )(α) depends uniquely on the endpoints of Υ• .
To prove Proposition 7.6, we will make use of the following expression for the holonomy
representation.
f → G(Hn+1 ) be a ρ-equivariant Lagrangian embedding and pG
Proposition 7.7. Let G : M
be the associated R-principal bundle over M . If α : [0, 1] → M is a smooth loop and α a
smooth loop in the total space of pG such that α = pG (α), then
Z
ω
holG (α) =
α

where ω is the principal connection of pG .

b be the horizontal lift of α
Proof. Say α(0) = α(1) = x0 . Recalling Remark 6.11, let α
starting at α(0). We apply Stokes’ theorem. Define a smooth map f from [0, 1] × [0, 1] to
the total space of pG so that
•
•
•
•

f (x, 0) = α(x),
f (x, 1) = α
b(x),
f (0, y) ≡ α(0) = α(1),
y 7→ f (1, y) parametrizes the interval from α(1) to α
b(1) in p−1
G (x0 ) ≈ R.

By Stokes’ Theorem and the flatness of pG , one gets that
Z
Z
Z
Z
Z
∗
f dω =
0=
ω−
ω−
ω+
[0,1]×[0,1]

f (1,·)

α

=

Z

ω+

α

Z

α
b

ω

f (0,·)

ω.

f (1,·)

By Remark 6.11, α
b(1) = (−holG (α))·α(1). Since ω = gT 1 Hn+1 (χ, ·) and f (1, ·) is contained
−1
in pG
(x0 ), one gets that
Z
f (1,·)

ω = −holG (α)

and the proof follows.



Proof of Proposition 7.6. Define Θ : [0, 1]×S 1 → M by Θ(s, t) = Υs (α(t)). Since the bundle
pG has contractible fibre, there always exists a smooth global section. In particular, there
exists Θ such that Θ = pG ◦ Θ. By Proposition 7.7, recalling that dω = p∗ Ω, and applying
Stokes’ Theorem, we obtain:
Z
Z
Z
Z
∗
holΥ1 (α) − holΥ0 (α) =
ω−
ω=
Θ dω =
Θ∗ Ω
and the last term equals

R

α

Θ(1,·)

Flux(Υ• ).

Θ(0,·)

[0,1]×S 1

[0,1]×S 1



We conclude this section by proving one (easy) implication of Theorem 7.4. As mentioned in the introduction, this implication does not need the hypothesis that L and L′ are
Riemannian.
Proof of the “if ” part of Theorem 7.4. Suppose there exists a Hamiltonian symplectomorphism Φ = Φ1 , endpoint of a Hamiltonian isotopy Φ• , such that Φ(L) = L′ . Then define
the map Υ• : M × [0, 1] → Gρ in such a way that Υ0 : M → G is an embedding with image
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Υ s = Φs ◦ Υ 0 .

By Remark 7.3, Φs is a (Hamiltonian) symplectomorphism for every s ∈ [0, 1], hence Υs is
1
a Lagrangian embedding for all s. We claim that Flux(Υ• ) vanishes in HdR
(M, R). Indeed,
for every s we have
Υ∗s (Ω(Xs , ·)) = Υ∗s dFs = dfs

by Equation (40), where Xs is the vector field generating the Hamiltonian isotopy (and
R1
hence Υ• ) and fs = Fs ◦ Υs . Therefore 0 Υ∗s (Ω(Xs , ·))ds is exact, namely Flux(Υ• ) = 0.
Using Proposition 7.6, we have holΥ0 = holΥ1 . By Lemma 6.13, this shows that L is ρintegrable if and only if L′ is ρ-integrable, and this concludes the proof of the first implication
in Theorem 7.4.

7.3. Conclusion of Theorem 7.4. We are left with the other implication in Theorem
7.4. Given two Riemannian ρ-integrable submanifolds L, L′ ⊂ Gρ , we shall produce Φ ∈
Hamc (Gρ , Ω) mapping L to L′ . We remark here that the results and methods of [Sol13] use
stronger topological hypothesis, hence do not apply under our assumptions.
Roughly speaking, the idea is to reduce the problem to finding a deformation in the
n+1
nearly-Fuchsian manifold H ρ(π (M )) which interpolates between two hypersurfaces of
1
small principal curvatures corresponding to L to L′ . For technical reasons, it will be easier
to deal with convex hypersurfaces that we defined in Definition 4.8
Lemma 7.8. Let M n be a closed oriented manifold, ρ : π1 (M ) → Isom(Hn+1 ) be a nearlyf → Hn+1 be a ρ-equivariant embedding. If σ
Fuchsian representation and σ
e:M
e is convex,
+
f and the connected
then the Gauss map Gσe is an equivariant diffeomorphism between M
component Ω+ of ∂Hn+1 \ Λρ .

Proof. By the same argument as in Section 4.4 (see the discussion between Proposition 4.18
and Proposition 4.20), σ
e extends to a continuous injective map of the visual boundary of
f
M with image Λρ . We can now repeat wordly the argument of Proposition 4.16 to show
that, if B is negative semi-definite, then G+
σ
e is a diffeomorphism onto its image. To show
+ f
that Gσe (M ) = Ω+ , we repeat instead the proof of Proposition 4.20. More precisely, one
first shows (using tangent horospheres) that every x ∈ Ω+ is in the image of G+
σ
e . Then, by
continuity, it suffices to show that every x ∈ Λρ is not on the image of G+
.
To see this,
σ
e
the last paragraph of the proof of Proposition 4.20 applies unchanged, and when considering
tangent r-caps we can even take r = 0, that is, replace r-caps by totally geodesic hyperplanes.

See Figure 8.
Lemma 7.9. Let M n be a closed oriented manifold and ρ : π1 (M ) → Isom(Hn+1 ) be a
nearly-Fuchsian representation. Given two closed hypersurfaces Σ0 and Σ1 of small principal
n+1
curvatures in the nearly-Fuchsian manifold H ρ(π (M )), there exists an isotopy
1
υ• : M × [0, 1] → H

n+1

ρ(π (M ))
1

such that:
• υs is a convex embedding for all s ∈ [0, 1];
• υ0 (M ) is a hypersurface equidistant from Σ0 ;
• υ1 (M ) is a hypersurface equidistant from Σ1 .
Proof. First of all, let us observe that we can find hypersurfaces equidistant from Σ0 and Σ1
which are convex. Indeed, by Corollary 4.4 and Remark 4.22, t-equidistant hypersurfaces
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are embedded for all t ∈ R. Moreover, by compactness, the principal curvatures of Σ0 and
Σ1 are in (−ǫ, ǫ) for some 0 < ǫ < 1, and applying Equation (29) we may find t0 such that
the principal curvatures of the t-equidistant hypersurfaces are negative for t ≥ t0 – namely,
the equidistant hypersurfaces are convex.
Abusing notation, up to taking equidistant hypersurfaces as explained above, we will now
assume that Σ0 and Σ1 are convex, and our goal is to produce υ• such that υs is a convex
embedding for all s ∈ [0, 1], υ0 (M ) = Σ0 and υ1 (M ) = Σ1 . Up to replacing Σ0 and Σ1
again with equidistant hypersurfaces, we can also assume that Σ0 ∩ Σ1 = ∅, that Σ1 is in
the concave side of Σ0 , and that the equidistant surfaces from Σ1 which intersect Σ0 are all
n+1
convex. We call A the region of H ρ(π (M )) bounded by Σ0 and containing Σ1 .
1
Let us now consider the (signed) distance functions r0 and r1 from Σ0 and Σ1 respectively,
chosen in such a way that both r0 and r1 are positive functions on the concave side of Σ0
and Σ1 respectively. Again by Corollary 4.4 and Remark 4.22, these functions are smooth
and have nonsingular differential everywhere. Let us denote by νi the gradient of ri . The
vector field νi has unit norm and is tangent to the orthogonal foliations of Σi which have
been described in the proof of Proposition 4.20. (Proposition 4.20 describes the foliation in
n+1
the universal cover, but it clearly descends to the quotient H ρ(π (M )).)
1
We claim that both ri ’s are convex functions in the region A, i.e. that their Hessians
are positive semi-definite, as a consequence of the fact that the level sets of ri in A are
all convex. Recall that the Riemannian Hessian of a smooth function f : A → R is the
symmetric 2-tensor defined as
∇2 f (X, Y ) = ∂X (∂Y f ) − ∂DX Y f ,

(41)

where X, Y are local vector fields and D is the ambient Levi-Civita connection as usual.
Clearly ∇2 ri (νi , νi ) = 0 since ri is linear along the integral curves of νi and such integral
curves, which are the leaves of the orthogonal foliation described above, are geodesics. Moroever, if X is a vector field tangent to the level sets of ri , then ∇2 ri (X, νi ) = 0: indeed
the first term in the RHS of Equation (41) vanishes because ri is linear along the integral
curves, and the second term as well, because DX νi = −Bi (X) is tangential to the level sets
of ri and thus ∂DX νi ri = 0.
To conclude that ∇2 ri is positive semi-definite, it remains to show that ∇2 ri (X, X) ≥ 0
for all X tangent to the level sets. It is more instructive to perform this computation in the
general setting of a smooth function f : A → R. Since the unit normal vector field to the
Df
level set of f is ν = kDf
k ,with Df being the gradient of f , for all X, Y vector fields tangent
to the fibers, we get that:
∇2 f (X, Y ) = −∂DX Y f = −hDX Y, νi∂ν f = −kDf kII(X, Y ) ,

(42)

where in the last step we used that ∂ν f = hDf, νi = kDf k, and II denotes the second
fundamental form of the level sets of f . When f = ri , in the region A the level sets of ri
are convex, hence II is negative semi-definite and ∇2 ri (X, X) ≥ 0.
We remark that Equation (42) also shows that, if f is a convex function, then its level
sets are convex hypersurfaces as long as Df 6= 0. We shall now apply this remark to the zero
set of the function fs = (1 − s)r0 + sr1 for s ∈ [0, 1]. The differential of fs never vanishes, for
kDr0 k = kDr1 k = 1, hence Dfs = 0 is only possible for s = 12 if Dr0 = −Dr1 : nevertheless,
this cannot happen since the geodesics with initial vector Dr0 = ν0 and Dr1 = ν1 both have
final endpoint in Ω+ and initial endpoint in Ω− by (the proof of) Proposition 4.20. Hence
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{fs = 0} is an embedded hypersurface for all s. Observe moreover that


r0
=s .
{fs = 0} =
r0 − r1

Since Σ0 ∩ Σ1 = ∅, r0 − r1 never vanishes, and this shows that the hypersurfaces {fs = 0}
provide a foliation of the region between Σ0 and Σ1 , which is contained in A. Since both r0
and r1 are convex functions in A,
∇2 fs (X, X) = (1 − s)∇2 r0 (X, X) + s∇2 r1 (X, X) ≥ 0

for every X, hence fs is convex. As remarked just after Equation (42), since kDfs k =
6 0,
{fs = 0} is a convex hypersurface.
n+1
It is not hard now to produce υ• : M × [0, 1] → H ρ(π (M )) such that υs (M ) = {fs =
1
r0
DF
0}. For instance one can flow along the vector field kDF
k2 where F = r0 −r1 . Alternatively
one can apply Lemma 7.8 to infer that the Gauss maps G+
σ
e in the universal cover induce
diffeomorphisms of each hypersurface {fs = 0} with Ω+ρ(π (M )) ∼
= M , and define υs as
1
the inverse map.


Proof of the “only if ” part of Theorem 7.4. Suppose L and L′ are ρ-integrable Riemannian
n+1
submanifolds in Gρ . Then there exists hypersurfaces Σ and Σ′ in H ρ(π (M )) whose
1
Gauss map image induce L and L′ respectively. We now apply Lemma 7.9 and find υ• such
that υs is convex for every s, and the images of υ0 and υ1 are equidistant hypersurfaces from
Σ and Σ′ respectively. Define Υ• : M × [0, 1] → Gρ so that Υs is the map into Gρ induced
f → Hn+1 . As a consequence of
by the Gauss map of the lifts on the universal cover υ
es : M
es is an embedding with image in Ω+ × ∂Hn+1 \ ∆ in
Lemma 7.8 the Gauss map of each υ
n+1
G(H
). Repeating the same argument of Remark 4.22, Υs : M → Gρ is an embedding for
every s. As a particular case, by Lemma 3.6, Υ0 (M ) = L and Υ1 (M ) = L′ .
By construction for every s ∈ [0, 1] the image of Υs is a ρ-integrable embedded submanifold in Gρ . Let us denote by Ls such submanifold. It follows (Lemma 6.13) that holΥs is
trivial for all s. By Proposition 7.6, together with the definition of Flux, we have that
Z s
1
Υ∗r (Ω(Xr , ·))dr = 0 ∈ HdR
(M, R)
0

for all s, where Xs is the vector field generating Υs . Hence necessarily the cohomology class
1
of Υ∗s (Ω(Xs , ·)) in HdR
(M, R) is trivial for all s. We can therefore find a smooth function
f• : M × [0, 1] → R such that dfs = Υ∗s (Ω(Xs , ·)) for all s. Pushing forward fs by means
of Υs , we have defined smooth functions on Ls whose differential equals Ω(Xs , ·). Let us
extend them to F• : Gρ → R so that F• is compactly supported and Fs ◦ Υs = fs .
bs be the symplectic gradient of Fs , namely
Let X
bs , ·) ,
dFs = Ω(X

bs . From d(Fs ◦ Υs ) = dfs we see that
and let Φs be the flow generated by X
bs , dΥs (V )) = Ω(Xs , dΥs (V ))
Ω(X

bs − Xs , ·) vanishes identically along the Lagrangian
for all V ∈ Tp M . This implies that Ω(X
bs − Xs is tangential to
submanifold Ls . By non-degeneracy of the symplectic form Ω, X
Ls . Therefore Φs ◦ Υ0 and Υs differ by pre-composition with a diffeomorphism φs of M
bs − Xs )). This shows
(which is indeed obtained as the flow on M of the vector field Υ∗s (X
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that Φs (L) = Ls . In particular, Φ = Φ1 is the desired compactly supported Hamiltonian
symplectomorphism of Gρ such that Φ(L) = L′ .

Appendix A. Evolution by geometric flows
The aim of this Appendix is to provide a relationship between certain geometric flows for
hypersurfaces in Hn+1 and their induced flows in T 1 Hn+1 and in G(Hn+1 ).
Let M = M n be an oriented manifold. Let σ : M ×(−ε, ε) → Hn+1 be a smooth map such
that σt = σ(·, t) is an immersion with small principal curvatures for all t, and let ν = ν(x, t)
be the normal vector field.
Proposition A.1. Let f : M × (−ε, ε) → R be a smooth map such that

d
σt = ft νt ,
dt
be the lift to T 1 Hn+1 , Gt := Gσt : M → G(Hn+1 ) be the

and let ζt := ζσt : M → T 1 Hn+1
Gauss map. Then,
d
t
t
ζt = −dζt (Bt (∇ ft )) − J(dζt (∇ ft )) + ft χ
dt
d
t
t
Gt = −dGt (Bt (∇ ft )) − J(dGt (∇ ft ))
dt

(43)
(44)

where ∇ ft is the gradient of ft with respect to the first fundamental form It = G∗t G and Bt
is the shape operator of σt .
t

As a preliminary step to prove Proposition A.1, we compute the variation in time of the
normal vector field. Recalling that D denotes the Levi-Civita connection on Hn+1 , we show:
D dσt νt = −dσ(∇t ft ) ,

(45)

dt

t

where now ∇ denotes the gradient with respect to the first fundamental form It of σt . On
the one hand, by metric compatibility,
1
hD dσt νt , νt i = ∂ dσt hνt , νt i = 0
dt
2 dt
hence D dσt νt is tangent to the hypersurface.
dt

On the other hand, let X be any vector field over M . Since X and
M × (−ε, ε),

∂
∂t

commute on

hD dσt νt , dσt (X)i = ∂ dσt hνt , dσt (X)i − hνt , D dσt (dσt (X))i
dt

dt

dt

= 0 − hνt , D dσt (dσt (X))i
dt

= −hνt , Ddσt (X) (ft νt )i

= −X(ft ) − ft hνt , Ddσt (X) νt i

= −X(ft ) = −It (∇t ft , X) .

This shows Equation (45). As a result, in the hyperboloid model (5) we have:


d
d
ζt =
σt , D dσt ν = (ft νt , −dσt (∇t ft ))
dt
dt
dt

(46)

Proof of Proposition A.1. Let et,1 , . . . , et,n be a local It -orthonormal frame diagonalizing Bt ,
so Bt (et,k ) = λt,k et,k . By definition of gT 1 Hn+1 and of J,

dζt (et,1 ), . . . , dζt (et,n ), χ, Jdζt (et,1 ), . . . , Jdζt (et,n )
(47)
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defines at each point of the image an orthonormal basis for the tangent space of T 1 Hn+1 ,
with the former n + 1 vectors having norm 1 and the latter n vectors having norm −1.
We prove Equation (43), then Equation (44) follows after observing that
 


 
∂
d
∂
d
= (dp ◦ dζt )
= dp
Gt = (dGt )
ζt .
dt
∂t
∂t
dt
We show that LHS and RHS of (43) have the same coordinates with respect to the basis
(47). By Equations (22) and (46),


d
ζt , Jdζt (et,k ) = ft hνt , −dσt (Bt (et,k ))i − h−dσt (∇t ft ), dσt (et,k )i
gT 1 Hn+1
dt
= hdσt (∇t ft ), dσt (et,k )i = ∂et,k ft
t

t

= It (∇ ft , et,k ) = gT 1 Hn+1 (−Jdζt (∇ ft ), Jdζt (et,k )) .
Similarly, recalling that Bt is self-adjoint with respect to both It and It , one has


d
ζt , dζt (et,k ) = hft νt , dσt (et,k )i − h−dσt (∇t ft ), −dσt (Bt (et,k ))i
gT 1 Hn+1
dt
= −hdσt (∇t ft ), dσt (Bt (et,k ))i

t

= −It (∇t ft , Bt (et,k )) = −It (∇ ft , Bt (et,k ))
t

t

= −It (Bt (∇ ft ), et,k ) = gT 1 Hn+1 (−dζt (Bt (∇ ft )), dζt (et,k )) .
Finally,
gT 1 Hn+1
and the proof follows.



d
ζt , χ
dt



= ft hνt , νt i = ft = gT 1 Hn+1 (ft χ, χ)


An interesting corollary of Proposition A.1 involves mean curvature flow. Directly by
Proposition 6.7, one has the following.
Corollary A.2. The flow in Hn+1 defined by
n

d
1X
σt =
arctanh(λt,k ),
dt
n
k=1

on hypersurfaces of small principal curvatures, induces in G(Hn+1 ) the mean curvature flow
up to a horizontal factor, namely
d
Gt = Ht + Bt (J(Ht )).
dt
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